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PREFACE
As a professional soldier, the writer has long been
aware of his lack of knowledge of the Soviet Army, and the
general lack of knowledge among the junior officers and en-
listed men, of his professional acquaintance. There are avai~
able a number of books and manuals, many of them classified, on
the tactics, techniques, and weapons of the Soviet Army.
However, very little information is available on the daily
routine and environment of the officers and men. For these
reasons the writ~r chose this topic, and hopes therein to
not only increase his professional knowledge but also the
knowledge of his contemporaries.
The writer is greatly indebted to the following for
their generous help and cooperation in making this paper
possible: Doctor M. Ginspurg, Head of the Department of
Slavic Studies, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana;
Mr. Walter F. Cronin, Chief, Private Branch, External
Research Staff, Office of Intelligence Research and Analy-
sis, Department of State, Washington, D.C.; Mr. F.E.
Fitzgerald, Director of the Library, The National War College
Washington, D.C.; Mrs. Arline Paul, Head, Reference Depart-
ment, The HOQver Institution, Stanford University, Stanford,
California; Mr. Richard Myer, Administrative Assistant, The
Russian Ins~tute, Columbia University~ New York, New York;
iii
Eileen A. Conley, Head of the Reference Department, The Unive~
sity Library, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana;
Mr. Wladimir S. Merz~low, Direotor, Institute For the Study of
the USSR, Munich, Germany. Of particular assistance was Doctor
George M. Waller, Head of the Department of History and Political
SCience, Butler Univ~rsity, for his suggestions and guidance in
the preparation of this paper, and Mrs Esther J. Cejnar,
Librarian, Butler University, who secured by interlibrary
loan many of the publications used in this paper and many
others reviewed, but not used.
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INTRODUCTION
In examining the military atmosphere of the Soviet
Army the author will attempt to get the feeling of the life
of the junior offiqers and enlisted men. The topics covered
will incl~de training, army regulations, military law, Party
influence and control within the army, career potential, pay,
ret~ent, daily routine, promotions, induction, terms of
service, medical facilities, Post Exchanges, and profession-
al schooling available to officers and men, only to list a
few. No work will be done on tactics, techniques, or weapons
of the Soviet Army.
Each one of the chapters in this paper could well be
the title of a separate work, however in itself it would not
give a picture, or the f~eling of life in the Soviet A~my,
which the author has set out to capture.
The location of the material used in this paper is found
in the Bibliography. The Library of Congress has many volumes
on the Soviet Army and Red Armyl, however they are practically
all in Russian, and the author unfortunately can neither read
nor write the Russian language. This handicap did not alter
the need for work in this field, and in spite of it, the writer,
1. The Russian Communist Party war machine was known a~
the 'Red Army' from its start to the end of World War II, at
which time its name was changed to 'Soviet Army', by which
name it is known today.
v
after approximately one year of research, felt he had suffi-
cient information to adequately cover the topic. Some of the
information used is approximately eight years old, for example,
the fact that sergeants and lower ranking men are permitted no
leave. It is readily acknowledged that this may not be true
today, but this fact will still contribute to the overall
picture, and since it was true eight years ago, the fact that
it is not necessarily true today will not materially effect
the overall impression of the Soviet Army. The military atmos-
phere of the Soviet Army cannot be greatly changed. Because of
its existence, strength, and position in the Soviet way of
life it must be controlled and dominated by the Communist
Party. Were the Soviet leaders to relax their control over
the officers and men, and army affairs, they might wake up
some morning en route to Siberia, policed by the Soviet Army.
No one is more aware of this than the Kremlin leaders, as we
shall soon see.
Becau~e of the great confusion which would arise if
the writer was to use the English translation of the Russian
rank titles their American Army counterparts will be used.
However, there is no American equivalent of the Russian
Marshalls, therefore there is no problem in this instance.
The enlisted ranks cqntain but six grades and will be called:
Private, Private First Class, Corporal, Sergeant, Sergeant
vi
First Class, and Master Sergeant.2 The three grades of Lieu-
tenants will be designated Second Lieutenant, First Lieutenant,
and Senior First Lieutenant.3 All others will be called by their
American counterpart. For the record the four grades of Russian
General officers are: Major General, Lieutenant General,
Colonel General, and General of the Army.4
Those aspects of Soviet military life which give back-
groond and place the Army in its proper perspective will be
investigated initially. From this point we will proceed to
certain p01nts which for the most part cut across rank and
other artificial barriers. Party supervision will then be
discussed so one will be examining the subsequent information
in its proper perspective. Soviet military laws and regulations
will be briefly reviewed to round out the restrictive and
regu~atory aspects of the Soviet Army. The tr~ining and
professional schooling of the private, noncommissioned officer
and commissioned efficer will be examined, as will be those
elements of SOViet life peculiar to the officer corps and the
enlisted men. A br1ef summary of the military atmosphere of
2. U.S. Department of the Army, Handbook on the Soviet
and Sa telli te Armies, Pflrt 14 The Soviet Army. Pamphlet No.
30-50-1, March, 1953, plate 3.
3. Ibid.
4. Edict of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the
USSR, 7 May, 1940. (Vedomosti, 1940, No.5). Cited in Harold
J. Berman and Miro~lav Kerner (ed. and Trans.), Documents on
§oviet Military Law and Administration (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1955), p. 43.vii
the Soviet Army will conclude the paper.
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I. CER'l'AINASPECIJ.'SOF SOVIET MILI'l'ARYLIFE
All male citizens of the USSR, without distinc~
tion of race, nationality, regligious profession,
educational qualifications, or social origin and
position, shall be obligated to render military
service in the ranks of the Armed Forces of the
USSR.l
Thus is set forth the obligation of all Soviet male
citizens to serve in the armed forces of their country. This
obligatory term of service varies with rank and branch.
Privates of ~round units of the army serve for two years, non-
commissioned officers of army ground units for three years,
all enlisted ranks serve four years in the air forces of the
army and navy, and five years in the units and ships of the
navy.2 When required, however, the Soviets do not hesitate
to extend the term of service.3 The age limits for compul-
sory military training range from age sixteen through fifty.4
As covered elsewhere in this paper, the training for the
.__._-......
1. Law of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, Article 3,
~ September, 1939 (Vedomosti, 1939, No. 32), as amended in
1941. Cited in Harold J. Berman and Miroslav Kerner (ed. and
trans.), Documents on Soviet Militar Law and Administration
(Cambridge: Ha.rvaro niversity Press, 1955 , p. 21.
2. Ibid., Article 7·
3. "Mobilization and Demobilization"~ BUlletin of.the
Institute for the Stud of the Histor and Culture ofthe"U SR,
September, 19551., p. 2, Cited hereafter as Bulletin.
4. D~cree of th~ State Committee on Defense, 18 Sept-
ember, 1941, (Pravda, 18 September, 1941, No~ 259), cited in
Berman, p . 37 ."
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youngest group consists of "preinduction" training, those
called for their compulsory term of service are normally
age eighteen to nlneteen.5 Approximately 1,000,000 men are
draftep annually.6
Deferments from conscription are granted in certain
instances, a physical problem may class one as fit for nOD-
combat service in wartime, in which case the individual is put
into the reserve, or a disqualification will cause an individual
to be declared unfit for military service and excluded from
the military roles.7 Deferments are granted where an in-
dividual is the sole worker in the family and supporting his
two incapacitated parents. Individuals in this category are
placed in the reserve during peacetime.8 Educational defer-
ments are granted to pe~sons, under twenty one years of age,
in secondary schools.9 Persons who have lost their electo~al
rights by court decision, those arrested, exiled, and deported
are not inducted into the army while serving their sentence.IO
5. u.s. Department of the Army, Handbook on the Soviet
and Satellite Armies, Part I, The Soviet Army, Pamphlet N6.
30-~50-l, March,1953, 'p. '71. Cited hereafter as Handbook.
6. Ibid.-
7· Law of the Supreme Soviet Of the USSR, Article 24,
cited in Berman, p. 26.
8. Ibid. , Articl~s 26-27, pp. 26-27.
9· ~., Article 29, p. 27.
10. Ibid., Article 30.
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The Reserve of the Soviet Armed Forces is divided into
two categories; the first category are those servicemen who
have completed their term of active service, the second
category are those who have received family-dependency exemp-
tions, those declared fit for noncombat service in wartime, and
those inductees who may be declared in excess after the full
numer;l.calstrength of the army and navy is reached.ll The
first and seconq cate~ories are divided into three classes,
according to age grou?s:
First Class - up to thirty-five years of age;
Second Class - up to forty-five years of age;
Third Class - up to fifty years of age.12
Reserve training obligations by class and category are as
fOllows:13
1
Category
1
Rank___,.. ObligationClass
p;rivate 2 months training upto 6 times3 months training up
to 6 timesNoncommissionedofficer
1 2 All enlistedranks
2 months training up
to 9 times
1 month training up
to 5 times2 1 and 2 All enlisted:ranks
3 1 and 2 All enll.stedranks
1 month training
11. Ibl.d~, Article 31, p. 28.--,-
12. .fE12.. , Article 32.
13. Ibid. , Articles 33-34-36-37, pp. 28-29·--,,---
3
In addition to training p~riods reservists can be ordered to
duty for testing periods up to ten days.14
Officer personnel are regulated in their active duty and
reserve status by age limits as follows:15
Rank
Second Lieutenants and
First Lieutenants
Senior First Lieutenants
Captains and Majors
Lieutenant Colonels
and Colonels
Brigade Commanders
(Brigadier Generals)
Eivision Commanders
~'lajorGenerals)~ andhigher .
Age Limits
Reserve Reserve Reserve
Active of 1st of 2nd of 3rd
Service Class Class Class
30 40 50 55
35 45 55 60
40 50 55 60
45 50 55 60
55 60 65
60 60
Officers reaching the maximum age for being in the reserve shall
be retired.16
Officers reserve obligations by class are as follows:17
1st Class _ May be called every year for a period
up to three months;
2nd Class _ Shall be called for two periods, not
longer than three months each;
3rd.ClaSs - Shall be called for one two month
period.
-
14. Ibid. , Article 38, p. 30.~
15· Ibid. , Article 41.
16.' Ibid. , Art;tcle 43, p. 31.____.,.
17. Ibid. , Article 44.
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Thirty-six months has been established as the maximum
term of training for an officer during his entire time in the
18reserve.
Women with certain technical qualifications, the medical
field being one, are also subject to C811.19
The mechanics of induction are much like those in
America, in that one registers withhis local board and is
ordered to active duty by it.
As in the United States, the Department, or ministry of
Defense administers the Armed Forces. The Army is the senior
and predom~nant force, with the tactical air arm, (67% of the
aircraft in the Soviet Air Force), being named the Air Force
of the Soviet Army. Strategic air operations is a semi-
autonomus organization under direct Ministry control. The
Navy is operated and controlled by the Ministry of Defense
also.20 Armed Forces Day is celebrated annually on 23 Febru~
ary,21 marking the f9unding of the Red Army in 1918.22
In addition to the Armed Forces Day celebration the
18. Ibid .c
19· Handbook~ p.
20. Ibid., p. 1 .~
21. "Soviet Armed
71.
Forces Day," Bulletin, March 1955, p. 40.
22. Leonard Schapiro, "The Birth of the Red Army", The
Red Army, ed. B. H. Liddell Hart (New York: Harcourt, Brace-and
Company, 1956),p. 27.
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Soviets also officially honor the other branches and certain
arms of their military forces. The AirForce is honored annua~
1 03y, no~nally in July.c Navy Da'y is another annua 1 event. 24
The President of the Supreme Soviet, in July 1946.,decreed that
ItS ovict Tankman'B Day" was to be oelebrated in September of
eaoh year.25
Three months atter the German attack in June 1941, t~e
Soviets began separating their elite, high quality troops, from
the general mass by dividing the armed forces into two cate-
gories; the Guards and the rest. This conversion was brought
about by designating units which had distinguished themselves
in combat as Guards units; regiments, bri~ades, divisions,
corps, and armies, were so honored. By the eno of t~e war up
to ope fourth of all ipfantry and air units were Quardsl as
were one third of the tank and artillery units, and up to one
half of the cavalry ano mechanized units. In 9ffensive and'
defensive operations Guards were employed as shock trOQPs.26
Nlembers of Guar-ds units wear a dlst:Lnctive medal on the :right
23. "Air Force DaY-JIllBulletin, June 1954, p. 19·
1 F "24. N. Galaij;j "Soviet Nave orce;:!,
August 1954, p. 3·
Bulletin.f
25.
Bulletin~ I'
N. Galaij, "Tank Forces in the Sov:L~t A;r>my,"
October, 1954, p. 3·
26. N. Galaij "The Problem of Quality and Quantity
:Ln the Soviet Ar~ed Forces," Bulletin, Ootober, 1956,
Pp. 10-11.
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Side of their chest, on the upper part of the medal is inscri~
ed "Guardll•27 During wartime the Guards were further rewarded
with a higher rate of pay.28 In the demobilization of the
Soviet Army in 1946, and the slight strength reductions since
then, units other than Guards have been effected, so that today
the percentage of GuardS units is higher than during the past
war. The high standards of the Guards units have been main-
tained by sending them only the best officers and enlisted men,
thereby cultivating the feeling of belonging to an elite. If
war should br~ak out !t would be the non-Guards units that
would be expanded in the mobilization, therein preserving the
high quality of the Guards.29
Pay in the soviet Armed Forces is covered in detail
elsewhere, but it is interesting to note that the maximum pay
of the senior enlisted r~nk is ten times that of the recruit.
The base pay of • newly commissioned Second Lieutenant comman~
ing an Infantry Platoon is approximately thirty seven times that
of areQruit, and the base pay of the recruit's Division
Commander is one hundred ftfty times that of the
. , 27. Edict of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the
USSR, 21 May, 1942, (Vedomosti, 1942, No. 20), cited in Berman,
Pp. 45-46~ .
28. Raymond L. Garthoff, Soviet Military Doctrine
(Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1953), p, 229·
29. N. Galaij, "The Problem of Quality and Quantity
in the Sov1et Armed Forces," Bulletin, Ootober, 1956, p. 13.
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recruit.30 Applying this scale to the United StateS Armed
Porces, the present Commanding General of the First Marine
Division would receive a base pay of $11,800.00 per month, as
opposed to his present base pay of $1,350.00 per month. The
present base pay of the Commanding General of the First Marine
Division is sixteen times that of his lowest paid private.
Like many other facets of the Soviet Army, the upiforms
have undergone a great change since the establishment of the
Red Army in 1918. After the Revolution the Red Army abolish-
ed distinction of rank in both uniforms and insignia. By
World War II however, the traditional uniform variations for
various grades had be-enreestablished. In 1943 new uniform
regula tions were promul.gated, these reintroduced the 'l'sarist-
type standing collar, shoulderboards to denote rank and the
uniforms were designed to differentiate between general
officers, field and company grade officers, and enlisted men.31
The present shoulderboard designes and details are found in
the illustrations at the end of this-chapter.32
The abolition of Tsarist orders and medals gave the
Soviets an opportunity to establish their own. During World
War II the Soviets made extensive use of medals to reward
30. lVI.Martens, "Providing for the Soviet Officer,"
Bulletin, February, 1956, p. 27.
31. Handbook, p. 135·
32. Ibid., Plates 42-43-44.
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outstanding performance of duty, and commemorate offensive and
defensive operations. Certain awards are restrict~d to senior
officers only, others are awarded to civilians in addition to
the military. Regulations require that all awards be worn on
the military uniform, during the war Soviet soldiers wore the~
medals in combat. Meta1ic devices are not worn on the initial
ribbon or medal to denote a subsequent award, rather two or
more of the same award are worn side by side. Medals are worn
on both right and left Side, and some, notably the Marshal's
Star, are worn suspended from the neck by a ribbon.33
Ip certain ~nstances the medal is only part of the
citation, for example, the Order of the Gold Star confers
upon the recipient the title of "Hero of the Soviet Unionll
and the award of "The Order of Lenin". The recipient of the
Gold Star is to have a bust of himself placed in his native
village, and two or more awards entitle him to a full length
statue. An award o~ the Order of Glory carries an automatic
military promotion. The monetary awards formerly acoompanying
many decorations has been discontinued because of the great
34number given out.
33. Ibid., p. 142.
34. Ibid.
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II. PARTY SUPERVISION OF THE SOVIET ARMY
In the Soviet acceptance of von Clausewitz' theory that
1flWar is the continuation; of politics by other meansfl, we find
the Soviet state committed to the maintenance of a large, strong
military force. The very existence of this force within the
totalitarlan state constitutes a threat to the state, the army
possessing all the potentialities of becoming a flTrojan Horse".
No one is more aware of this fact than the rulers of Soviet
Russia. Almat from the day of creation of the Red Army, 23
February, 1918,2 the Soviets took steps to police their
instrument of war and to make absolute certain of its loyalty
and allegiance. The magnitude of this initial problem can be
readily seen when it is realized that some 48,000 former Tsarist
officers were conscripted or volunteered for service in the Red
. ~Army.-
The Communist Party uses three instruments in its
control and supervision of the army. An examination and dis-
cussion of these instruments follows.
1. Raymond L: Garthoff, Soviet Military Doctrine
(Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Prese, 1953), p. 10.
2. Leonard Schapiro, "The Birth of the Red Army,"
The Red Army, ed. B. H. Liddell Hart (New York: Harcourt,
Braceand Company, 1956), p. 27.
3. Zbigniew Brzezinski (ed.), Political Controls in
~~e~SovietArml (New York: Russian Research Center, Harvard
University, Research Program on the USSR, 1954), p. 3.
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A. The Communist Party
Within the army itself one finds a network of Communist
Party organizations. In addition to the regular Party cells
there also is found the Komsomol (Young Communist League).
These two organizations operate on all echelonB of the army
and embrace all members of, or candidates for membership in,
the Party. Regardless of rank all members are subject to
Party disc ipl ine and to their own Party offie iaIs. 4 Approxi-
mately 86% of the leadership of the army belongs to the Commu-
nist Party or the Komsomol.5 Among the enlisted men membership
in the Party is quite rare, in some cases but 1%, however
membership in the Komsomol may run from 5% in some units6 to
50% in others.7
The main purpose of the Party organizations in the army
is to support, supplement and reinforce the operations of the
political controls machinery which exists in the army as another
separate entity. In all cases the party organization, in its
work among the troopS is subordinate to, and directed by the
4 . :r:bi.9.,,,,p. 14"
5. u.s. Department of the Army Assessment, The Soviet
!:1.rmy, May 15j 1958, p. 1.
6. U,S. Department of State, The SOViet Union as Re-
.:2...orted'b.L}'orTI1erSqviet _Citizens, Interview Report No. 4.,
August 1, 1952, p. ~. Cited hereafter as Report.
7. lbid., Noo 7, June 4, 1953, p. 3.
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system of political controls.8
B. Political Controls
The political education of the Soviet soldier is the
responsibility of the Chief Political Administration of the
ArmY,j and although this adminis tration is in the Minis try of
War, it reports directly to the Central Committee of the
Communist Party.9· It is within this framework that we find
the well-known military commissar.
'The military commissars appointed to the Red Army in the
early days of its establishment inaugurated the watchdog policy
of the Party leadership. The military commander shared the
command of his unit with th~ commissar. All military orders
had to be countersigned by the commissars who could countermand
the order and even arrest the commander for counterrevolut-
ionaryactivities. The resolution of the Fifth Congress of
,Soviets, 10 July, 1918, stated:
The military commissars are the guardians of the close
and inviolable inner bond between the Red Army and the
workers' and peasants' regime as a whole. Only irre-
proaohable revolutionaries, staunch champions of the
proletariat and the village poor, should be appointed
to the posts of military commissars, to whom is
8. Brzezinskiyp. 14.
9. Garthoff, p. 240.
15 ,
handed over the fate of the Army.IO
To direct the work of the commissars a Political Administration
of the Red Army was established in May 1919;> to serve under
the Central Committee ~f the Party as its Military Department.ll
fl'hatthe system was successful can be seen from the loyal ty
of the army during the successful proseoution of the civil
war. However it should not be assumed that the commissar was
a welcome companion to the professional soldier; nothing could
be farther from the truth.
At the conclusion of the Civil War the IIArmy Opposition"
at the Tenth Party Congress attempted to have the institution
of the commissar abolished, or at least have their powers
curtailed. These efforts were not successful. However, in
1924 unity of command was established in the combat, supply,
and administrative branches, and in cases where a commander
was a trusted party member the functions of commander and
commissar we~e combined. Following the modernization and
reor-ganf.zation of' the army in 1935., the decree of 22 Sep-
t.ember, of tha t year, establishing personal ranks for the
commander-s also provided specific ranks for the political
personnel. The relationship between the two remained un-
changeo J wi.th the commander exercising undivided au thori ty
10. Fifth All~Fussian Congress of Soviets of Workers',
Pea aant.s!,and Cossacks' Deputies ~ Verbatim Report~'July 4-10, c--
1915, Moscow, 1918, p. 213. Cited in Brzezinski, p~.3-4.
11 . IbJd . ,9 p , 4. 16
in non-pplitioal matters.12
Following the purges of the Red Army in 1937, the decree
of 15 August re-established the equality of the commanding
officer and the commissar in both the political and military
spheres. Pravda of 8 September, 1938 stated the commissars
were the "eye s and ears of the Party and government in the
Army II " In conjunc tion with this decree a campa ign for vigor-
ous political activity among the troops was launched.13 When
it i.s realized that three of five Marshals and thirteen of
fifteen Army Commanders14 were victims of the purge it is
easy to understand why political activities in the army were
accelerta ted.
The unsatisfact6ry initial performance of the Red Army
in the Finnish campa~gn of 1939-1940 set the stage for ~ re-
turn to unity of command within the army. On 12 August 1940
the commissar was abolished, and replaced by an Assistant
Commander for Political Affairs (zam_Qol!.!J,who was sub-
ordinate to the unit commander, in both military and
political affairs. Following the disasterous initial phase
12. Ibid_.
13. ,Ibido, pp. 4-50
14. Nitzi-Nitzi, Japan December, 1938; Posev Callen-
dar fOlr 1951; Posev C"'soWingl!),Germany, No 0 49, December 2,
1950, p. 15; and Beck and ~odin (pseud.), Russian Purge and
the Extraction of Confession, New York, 1951, p. 106. Cited
rr~-Garthof;~i', p , 220.
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of the war with Germany, the commissar was again restored
to his original status on 16 July 1941. The defections of a
great number of Russian soldiers and units can be cited as
the cause for this move. With the improvement of the military
Situation in 1942 the commissar again went out of existence on
9 October. The zampolit returned in a situation which saw the
restoration of unity of command to the military picture. This
pattern is essentially in effect today,15 with the zampolit
16definitely subordinate to the commander 0
The aims and objectives of the political controls in
the Soviet Army are designed to~
....strengthep the political morale of the troops and
their military discipline; to combat cowards and de-
serters; to create hatred for the enemy and a desire
for his destruction; to prepare the troops to hold
fast under any circumstances, contemptuous of death
for the sake of victory; to educate the ranks in the
spirit of intense political vigilance, thus prevent-
ing the penetration of the Soviet Armed Forces by spies
and diversionists; to inculcate in the Soviet soldier
and officer devotion to their arms = to safeguard them
i.nall situations an.d not to hand them Olver to the enemy;
to familiarize the enlisted men with the military
trad,ltions of the Soviet Army and with the "heroic
aChievements" of its soldiers, commanders and political
workers; to organize mass political agitation and
propaganda, political study and leisure, and to supply
the units with adequate reading materials; and to
analyze the political morale of the forces of the enemy
15, Brzezinski, pp. 5~6.
16. This is clearly stated in the Ustav Vnutrennel
~hb2_ Vooruzhennykh Sj_l Soiuza SSR, 1946, p. 29, par. 69,
Cited in Garthoff, p. 240.
18
and to attempt to undermine them from within.17
To fulfill its mission the Chief Political Administration
is a well organized operation. Its organization parallels that
of the army, beginning at the Military District level and ex-
tending down through Army, Corps, Division, Regiment, and
Battalion level. Every commander at these echelons has his
Deputy for Political Affairs (~mI?01.j.t).18 The zam:Qolit at
CCHnpany level was abolished in 1955.19 Al though the zampoli t
is subordinate to the commander, he does evaluate the political
loyalty of the commatider and report on it.20 The basic polit~
cal organization ina utiit is at the regimental level,21 the
regimental zampolit being assisted by those zamQolits in the
SUbordinate units and the members of the Communist Party cells
within those units,' the leaders of the cells being the "right
arm" ae stet.ant s of the zampo,lit_. Further assistance is also:
received from the regimental propagandist, who is responsible
for the agltation-propa~anda work in the regiment.
22
The
17. Brzezinski, pp. 8-9·
18. Ibid., p. 9·
19. Raymond L. Garthoff, "Army in Being," Army, January
1958j p. 52.
20. Brzezinski, p. 9·
21. J. M. Mackintosh, "The Political Administration,"
,!1l~_Eg5:L)\.r'!!!y', ed. B. H. Liddell Hart (New York: Harcourt,
Brace and Company, 1956), p. 230.
22. Brzezinski, pp. 12~13·
19
,g:.§!J:!L201.lJ;", aLao keeps a constant watch over the observance of the
Cooe of Military Discipline and reports any breaches of it.23
The vehicles for the dissemination of the political in-
format:i.onare many. The regimental club with its library
attempts to organize the cultural activities of the troops
24
and keep them supplied with books, lectures, and movies.
Within the military units political activities are conducted
two or three times each week and last about two hours. The
participants are divided into five groups: soldiers with
under two years service; soldiers over two years service;
sergeants; other non-commissioned officers; and officers.
The only ones excused are officers who have completed their
et.ud.i.es at the evening universities of Marxism~Leninism. The
activities normally involve a series of lectures, individual
preparations and discussions, the topics being official
bLogr-aph Le s of Lenin and other Party leaders, poli tical
aub jects, or flAnglo-American Imperialists II type subjects. 25
Political information talks are conducted three times per
week by the company Commander to his company. r.r~heyare
generally given in the morning and last about an hour.
23Q "This is th~ main task of the political organs of
the armed forces. fl Red Star, :1\\0. 7065. cited in G. A. Tokaev,
Soviet Imnerialism (New York: Philosophical Library, Inc.,
I9'5());-p~65-:---
24. Brzezinski, p. 42.
25. lli2_., p. 42.
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fTl'hL nese pr-eaerrrations serve to keep the unit in touch with
current events. Discus~ion groups meet daily, ranging in size
from two men to the entire company 0 Topics range from internal
life of the unit to international politics. In addition, wall
newspapers, posters, movies, and reading rooms promulgate the
IIparty line". According to regulations each company is to
receive two copies of Pravda and IZ\l~~.s_t.1:E,five copies of the
military newspaper Krasnaya Podgotovka, and ten copies of the
train:lng manual Boyevaya podgo~a (Preparation for'Combat) .26
Soviet reaction to a political situation is graphically
demonstrated in an Associated Press story originating in Moscow
and appearing in The Indianapolis Sta~ on 23 July 1958, eight
days after the landing of Uni ted States jVla.rinesin Lebanon.
The Soviet Ministrv of Defense has launched a nation-
wide campaign to build up the fighting readiness and
spirit of its servicemen in the face of the Mid-east
cx~isis~Political indoctrination is 8 main feature of this
drive. r_['hearmy paper Red Star de~cr~bed. it in a
front page editorial yesterday as agltatlonal and
propaganda work to explain the political meaning" of
United States and British troopS landing in Lebanon
and Jordan. The Soviet press has reported meetings
and political rallies throughout the armed forces and
particularly in the Trans~Gaucasus area bordering on
t.he Mideast.At these meetings the American and British "imperial-
ists" were condemned.
The meetings are t~ed i~ with maneuvers2~n a show of
foroe along borders of ~urkey and Iran.
26. Ibid., pp. 43~44.
27. The Indianapolis StaE., July 23, 1958, p. 4.
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tfhe Soviet Army HouSe, which exi.sts in all the major
gar~isan towns, is another center of the political education
and cultural leisure of the off~cerB and soldiers, and their
families. Here is often found a restaurant and facilities for
meetings, concerts, rallies, dances, movies, and reading rooms.
In addition there are barber shops, photo studios, gymnasiums,
and lounges with comfortable funiture. All this is free for
Soviet military personnel.28
Once each year all units are visited by a team from the
Inspector General's Offi6e. In addition to the military ty~e
inspection associated with such visits, the political prepa-
ratlon and political morale of the troops is also evaluated.
The results of the inspection are reported to the Defense
Minister, and the conseq~enoes of an unfavorable political
report are felt far and wide.29
The reaction of the troops to all this information and
education program is an interesting subject. Brzezinski re-
P()l...ts its acceptance as a "necessary evil". 30 The troops
participate in varyin~ degrees of enthusiasm, however they
do feel that it encroaches on what little is left for leisure
time, as even the holidays are organized for political
280 Brzezinski, p. 45.
29. lbid., pp. 46~47.
30. Ib,i,j0 !J' p e. ·!J,1i~'
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aotivities, collective sports competition, or meetings.31
'l'herela tionship between the officers and the zamEoli ts
vari.es also, In sorpe instances the relations are good, often
there is existing an lIarmed trucet! type understanding, lIyou
don't tell on me, and I won't tell on you!!, agreement.32
Again one finds dislike and animosity between officers and the
_g;.ampo.J.i t ,33 the basic problem probably being personali t t es •
After all, this system has been in effect for so long that
with very few exceptions the Soviet officer has known of no
other arrangement.
C. The Secret Police
rI'b.e final supervision agency of the Communist Party is
tJ:H::: ,secret Police. To the soldier in the ranks the big
differenoe between the political officer and the police
officer is that while he may dislike, despise or tolerate the
former, he avoids and fears the latter.34
31. Jbid., p. 48.
_ 32. U.S. Department of State, The SOViet Union as
£~~~~·t;ed __~~ Former Soviet oi t Lzens , Interview Report No. 19,
September, 1957, p. 12., and Interview Report No.9, 1955,
p. 100 .C1ted hereafter as Repor.t.
330 Ibid., Report No.6, November 17, 1952, p. 5·
3L~ 0 Mackintosh, p. 232.
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'I'he secret police have been known by many titles, the
f'Lr st. being the Cheka, ("Extraordinary Commission for the
,SuppressLon of counter-revolution, Sabotage, and Specula tion" ).35
£i1ormed in 1918, the.Cheka had grown out of Okhra!l§."the police
organ established b1 Tsar Alexander III in 1881 but abolished
in lVlareh 1917 by Kerensky's Provisional Government.36 From
1922 to 1923 the secret police were known as GPU; from 1923
to 1934 as OGPU; from 1934 to 1943 as NKVD; from 1943 to 1946
a e the two commissarists NKVD and NKGB; and renamed a ga in, in
1946, to MVD (Minister of Internal Affiars) and MGB (Minister
of State Security).37 In March, 1953 the MClBwas merged with
the MVD.38 In 1954 the tota'lstrength of the Soviet armed
forces was about five million, of which 700,000 to 800,000
vvere in the MVD.39 Otroerestimates run to twenty percent of
the officers in a regiment being engaged in activities of
the MVDo Membership is supposed to be secret.40
35" Garthoff, Soviet Milttar:2;p~trine, p. 243.
36. Major Edward F. Donowitz USMC, "Party Control of
the Soviet Army," Marine CorJ?Dazette, September, 1957, p. 20.
3'70 Garthoff, Soviet Milit~rx Doctrine, p. 243.
~
38 o r~id ., p. 245·
39. No Galaij, "MilitarY Representation in the Highelf
Party Echelons," Bulletin of the~.Ll1stiute for the StUd~ of
'!d_Je H:tstorv and culture of the USSR, April 1956, p. 3· ited
h(;:r'~eal'le:ra's-Bu1letin . .. -~
40. Report, No. 9, ~. 10.
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'T'heMVD units in the army are known as the Special
C'e"-t-"n-s,-' -- 'y _L~· nl. J abbreviated to "00". 'I'hey are direc ted by the Ma in
Admi.nistration of Counterintelligence (GKU) of the Armed
Forces of the U.S.S.R., which is a section of the lYlVDD4l The
prLmar-v func tions of the JYIVD wi thin the army is of a puni tive
nature, designed to discover and destroy all anti-Soviet
activities and attitudes among the officers and men. Al-
though the counterintelligence label is placed on their
activities it is doubtful that any foreign agents are
apprehended in the lower echelons of the army, but there
are countless reports of the arrest of officers and men
for expressing critical views of the party or system.42
A Counterintelligence Administration exists in the
Military Districts, and Counterintelligence Sections operate
in the echelons of army, corps, division, and independent
brigades. At the regimentaL and battalion levels the work
is performed by the JYIVD officer. The chain of command
follows that of the military; battalion to regiment to
division, etc.43
'I'he lYlVDofficer maintains an ela bora te sys tern of spies
throughout his unit. - In addLtion to the ordinary soldier he
tries specifically to recruit persons in specific jobs: secre-
41. Brzezinski, p. 55·
42. I£i£., p. 54.
Ll3" ill£., p. 55·
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taries, aides, orderlies, etc. Spies are spied upon, and
~ltually checking informers are used, therein further adding
to the intrigue. The situation is graphically illustrated
by a report that of five deserters to the West from an admini~
tive branch of the soviet Army of Occupation in Germany, four
vJt-:;reformer MVD officers. 'Two succeeded, the other two r-e ce tv-
ad twenty-five years at hard labor for their efforts.
44
As far as is known the tactical operations of a unit
are outs ide the jurisdiction of the MVD. 1'he MVD officer,
[IOWeVer, keeps close liasion with the z~E!£0lit, with an ex-
change of information within their mutually overlapping
f'Le Lo a 45V,,) 0
'I'he MVD is also responsible for checking on the
of the political controls and Party within theactivities
Army, but they in turn do not have the right or means of
c;hecking on the MIlD, the only recourse is a complaint through
off'j c La I 1 i h h Lo: 46__ ...._ channe s to a h g er eC.le n,
'The MVD participates in all the activities of the unit.
The IVIVD offi.cer is responsible for the following ~
a). Participating in all meetings and gatherings of
the troops. A unit commander may not refuse to issue
an invitation to an 00 ~I\TDJ officer representa tive.
b). Attending lectures, -'maneuvers, parades, inspect-
44. l£h£., pp. 57-58.
45. Ibid., pp. 58~-59·
)~6 ,> lbid., p. 61.
ions, etc. The 00 officer periodically supervise the
daily activities of the troopS and the officers.
c ). Having access to the most secret files of the
units"d). Inspecting, even without the prior authorization
of the unit commander, the unitUs military supplies and
stores, financial accounts, armaments, etc.
e). Organizing and directing a network of agents.47
Other activities of the MVD includes investigation of all
unusual happenings, deaths, maimings, theft of government pro-
perty, accidents, suicides, desertions, loss or destruction of
arms, and group drunkenness; These investigations are in
addition to the military investigations. In case the MVD
conclusions, and recommendations are at variance with the
'TIl" l' • , MVD' 11 '1 48l. l~ary findings the usua y preval .
'1'1'1eMVD also has a hand in the punishment of anti-state
activi.ties. The accused is arrested by the MVD, and an ad-
ml:n1.stratlve verdict is handed out by the MVD without the
benefit of the judicial pr6cess. The formalization of the
aase through military ch~nnels takes place later.49
Two stories clearly illustrate the attitude of the Soviet
~301dier toward the MVD. The nickname of the MVD was "Farewell,
rnotherland!,,50, in one unit of the army, and in another the
phrase circulating around the camp was: "If you get into the
47. Jbid., pp. 6l~62.
48. Ibid., p. 68.
49. Ibid., p. 69·
50. Report, No. 19, p. 13·
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offIce of the MGB [MVDJ ,whether guilty or not, you will be
sentenced to 25 years.rt5l
The three facets of control of the Soviet army by the
Communist Party have effectively kept the army in its place
since its organi~ation in 1918. In spite of the duplication
of effort, inefficlenc-y" poor morale, fear, distrust, and a
dozen other bad effects from such a system, it has worked, and
it has survived such blowS as the purge of 1937, World Wa~ II,
and the dismissal of Marshal Zhukov.
51. Ibid" No.7, June 4, 1953, p. 3.
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III. TRAINING
!l'rhemore you swea t in pea.ceJ the les s you bleed in
war ;"
Chinese proberb.
In this chapter we shall examine the training programs
and professional schools of the privates, noncommissioned
officers, and commissioned officers of the Soviet Army. We
will also briefly touch on the facet of initiative, because
regardless of how well a leader is trained, if he cannot, will
not, or is afraid to use what he has, his training is to a
large extent negated.
A. Enlisted Training
The training of the Soviet enlisted man can be broken
down into a number of categories: preinduction and post-
i.nduction, summer and winter. The training program normally
covers one year, each ar~ and service having its own, but all
designed to bring the army to its peak combat effectiveness
Ieach fall.
Preinduction training is given on the local level to all
youths during the final year before induction. The trainees
1. U. S. Department of the Army, Handbook on the Soviet
and Satellite Armies, Part I, The Soviet Army, Pamphlet No. 3~
-S().::C'C--IVIarch,1953, p. 71. Cited hereafter as Handbook.
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wear civilian clothing, provide their own transportation, and
receive no special compensation. The training consists of
twenty hours of political instruction and one hundred hours of
military training. The schedule includes instruction and drill
in physical education, chemical warfare, military courtesy,
marching, weapons assembly, and marksmanship. A number of
training aids are available, one rifle or submachine gun and
one practice grenade are available for each fifteen to twenty
students. Posters show most other types of equipment with
models of light and heavy machine guns also available.Train-
ing is conducted by an officer and several noncommissioned
officers being ordered to active duty as instructors, from
the local reserve unit.2
IUpon release from this program the
eager Russian lad can acquire additional military infonmation
I
skills by joining the DOSARM (Voluntary Society for Assis-
nce to the Army). If the recruit is a high school graduate
he has also received several hundred hours of pre-military
training,3
The training system awaiting the Soviet inductee is
one based on combining th~ory and practical application:
instruction and study, drill and practice. War games and
20 Jbid., p. 72.
3. liThe Soviet Soldier and His Leaders," The Soviet
l~~l!~~rLOrganization (New York: Armed Forces Information
School, Fort Slocum, 1951), p. 30. Cited hereafter as
Organization.
,"~ •....r....., , .. _"-.--
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maneuvers play art. important part in peacetime training.4
Conscripts usually enter the service in October,5 and
commence a two month period of quarantine. The Soviet quaran-
tine camp finds its American counterpart in the draftee recep-
tion centers. Here the recruits are given their medical
examinations, issued clothing, tested and screened for
occupational skills, stcidied for future aSSignments, and
given additional basic military training. upon completion
of the quarantine period the soldier's oath of allegiance is
6taken.
I, a citizen of the Union of Soviet Socialist Repub-
lics, entering the ranks of the Armed Forces, take an
oa th and solemnly sware to be an honorable, brave,
disciplined, and alert warrior, strictly to guard
military and state secrets, to fulfill without demur
all military codes and orders of commanders and
superiors.
I swear to study conscientiously the art of war, in
every· way to safeguard military and national property,
and to be dedicated to the last breath to my People, to
my Soviet Motherland and to the Soviet Government.
I am always ready at the orger of the Soviet Govern-
ment to come forward to the defense of my Motherland -
The Union of Soviet Sociali~tic RepubliCS, and as a
warrior of the Armed Forcesj I swear to defend it
manfully, ably, with dignity and honor, not sparing
II-. Raymond L. Garthoff, §_,ovietMilitary Doctrine
(Gleneoe
J
Illinois: The Free Press, 1953L pp. 281-82.
5. 9~1an~zation, p. 44. Handbook lists a spring
draft call, p. 72', howev~r all other publications read by
the author cite fall as the induction period, and this is
logIcal in light of the annual training cycle culminating
in the fall.
6. Handbook, p. 72.
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my blood and my""'lifeitself for achieving full vic tory
over enemies.
If by'evil intent.I break this my solemn oath, then may
the hard penalty of the Soviet law, and the universal
hatred and contempt of the toilers overtake me.7
By December the recruits are assigned to regular army
u n :i.ts . They normally compromise 25 to 30% of the uni ts
Btr~ngth and are fully integrated with the experienced
troops.S Technical troops, chemical, engineer, medical, and
the 11,ke receive some of their specialized training in schools
outside their unit.9
The M'inistry of Defense establishes the training programs
of the arms' and services of the Soviet Army. The winter and
summer periods are divided into two or three stages in which
specific themes or objectives are stressed. In some branches
the training programs cover more than one year, the Infantry
for example is on a two year training cycle. Where the cycle
exceeds one year in length each additional annual program is
similar to the first although increasingly more complex in
speCialist and technical training. Where a branch has a two
year or longer cycle, it out of necessity has to have two
7. Edict of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the
USSR, 3 January 1939 (Vedomosti, 1939, No.1), in the revised
text of 10 .June, 1947 ('Vedomostl,1947, No. 20). Ci ted in Harold
.1. Berman and MiroslavKerner Ced. and trans.), Documents on
,~oy:,ie.!~Mi~itary Law and Adminis tra tion (Cambridge: Harvard
ll'iilversityPress, 1955), p. 40.
8. Organization, p. 44.
9. Handbook, p. 72.
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PJl:"ogl.t..!6lmrsin opera:tloJl at the same t:lll'!ae.9 Qrlile rOll" the new recruit'p
and the advan.@ed progra.IDo10
De©em'ber o;r Jan.u8.I7.p in addltlm1 tell mlalJrvkin.g the "beginn.-
ing of' the winter training cycle s aliSO>©&lllllSlfor 1Ulnit; reorgan1-
The recruits replace those bei,lnlg demobilized 0 Vehicles
U:tllde:rgo extensive inspection and repair''p ©ritiques of the fall
!l1all'llte1l.rllYer;Sar-e held and tne outstanding per'SCllll'1llOlel are selected
fo)''''' f'1,,,.,,,,,,·.'t":"lic:.r milite.,_. . 11... ""l!.' he .. ....0)' schooling and a.dw~m@el!l1lell1l'to
The winter training, generally elflldirffig :In. mid-April or
WJ.~Y.9is ©(3)lThductedin the garrison poats 0 These posts usually
l:1atve ar-eas in which small 'Units can ma.n.euwer IBlgalnst eaeh
other and in which small arms and mcrt;$llI"s ean be fired" Class-
rooms
g
scout areas, and ~he utilization or the aountryside for
!:nIIl!lJr<)alt'M~HJ) lmii3lke 'Up the post and i t8 neigbborhQ)(QJrdi" The first stage
of wirtJJ.t~r tX"l5lin:tng emphas:!izes i:ndiwidual tr,mi11ltiltllgZ eus t cms ,
aourte.ie.~ regulationsp familiarization with weaponsJ) indivi~
'~~l Bpe@:lalty training and cl~se",,(jlrde1r drill" 12 The SovIet
Infant:r'y Dl"ill Regulations of 1941 1al1l1l01948.9 are devoted almost;
excl1iJls:ll.vely to the individualp squad.\> and platoon levels and
h.al's riLlQl'thing ~orrespo:nding to the regu.lations for battalion
aJfAd regillru~ntal drill parades fa,UllnlO 1m!the Un1 ted States Armed
11& lbi.;'p p. 73.
12", Ibid.
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Forceso13 The second stage concentrates on weapons crew drill
and small unit tactics. Snow and ice conditions call for the
sUspension of the winter program to take advantage of them for
cold weather tactical training. Physical conditioning is a
14daily Occurrence.
The summer period cOTlimencesabout May and ends in October.
Here we find the practical application of the theoretical
training given during the ~inter. The chief goals of the
summer program are to provide tactical training for units of
company , battalion and regimental size, and to accustom the
troops ta living and operating in the field. Division and Army
maneuvers are held in September and October, thus rounding out
the training cycle.15 All arms participate in the final
exercises; artillery, tanks, rockets, close support aircraft
and the other specialist arms.16
During the year of training the Soviet soldier has become
familiar with his weapons and he knows how to use them. He
has been conditioned to operating with live ammunition and his
field exercises have been near-combat. He has received detai~
13. Stroevoi Ustov Vooruzhenn kh Sil Soiuza SSR (IlDrill
Regulations of the rm~d Forces of the USSR ,Moscow, 1947,
192 pp.; and 1948, 189 pp. Cited in Garthoff p. 247.
14. Handbook, p. 73.
15. Ibid.
16. Organization, po 44.
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instruction in attack, detense and reconnaissance. His field
VJork: s included the use of cover, routes of advance, and
11'ge 0 His physical condition is excellent. In addi.-ca m our'
tion to regularly sc~eduled morning aalisthenics there are
periods allotted to physical conditioning during the day.
Forced marches and double timing are used in moving to and
from training sites.18 The mind of the Soviet soldier has
alsc received intensive training, however this topic is
Covered in Ohapter Two.
B. Training of the noncommissioned officers
As one studies the Soviet Army one cannot help but
Soon discover the pendulum-like swing from the absolute oon-
tY'O·l.f3 of the days of the Imperla.l Army to the almost total
l:~cl{ of normal military controls in the Red Army of the 1920-
30 era, and the grad~al return to the normally accepted
mllitary procedures. Caught in this tide has been the non-
commissioned officer. Unfortunately there is not much infor-
m~tion availabl~ on the lot of this very important part of
any military organization. Two United States Army publioa-
tions lead one to arrive at two somewhat different evaluations
1,/" Ibid., p. 45.
180 .Handbook, p. 73.
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of the Soviet noncommissioned officer.
Both publications agree that the noncommissioned officer
acnoo l.aare conducted by line regiments and divisions, and tha t
a seventh grade education is the minimum, however this is ·som~
times waived. Courses begin in November or in the spring. The
instruction includes political indoctrination, physical ed~ca-
tioD, drill, leadership, military regulations, tactics,
communications and weapons. Specialist training is also in-
eluded where applicable. The courses are of about nine months
duration.19
One source points out that privates are not eager to
become noncommissioned officers because to do so may mean an
a ddl.t.LonaL year of service and the privileges gained do not
compensate for the increased obligation. This attitude brings
about a large involuntary attendance at these schools, an
average low intelligence, not always the best qualified men in
attendance, and a minimum effort being expended.20 On the other
band we have ~.
The typical Soviet noncommissioned officer is a hard,
Communist-indoctrillited individual who obeys orders
promptiy. He has good staying power and morale is
usually good.21
19. Handbook,. p. 75 and OrganizC!tion, p. 47.
20. Handbook, p. 75.
21. Organization, p. 47.
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Pc third source conc1udes~
From numerous observations one is led to the con-
clusion that the corps of NCOs is made up of excel~
ent men. The trouble, however, is t.ha.t the NCOs are
deprived of opportunities for the proper exercise ~
their duties as leaders. In a land whe~e everything
is centralized and controlled by 'directing organs',
life teaches men to act only in accordance with
directions fron above. A junior commander, like an
engineer in a workshop, cannot make any -even the
most trivial - decision.22
c. Training of Officers
Shortly after World War II the Soviets, profiting from
their experiences of that conflict, inaugurated an intensive
school program for their officers at all levels. Officer
car-eer-s :["I'J'llow a planned rotation between school, troop duty,
and staff aSSignments,23 Correspondence courses are also
aVBllableJ as are army journals, newspapers, pamphlets, and
t'h . t 24 h f thot.ne r- mi,l it.ar-y litera ur-e . T e opportunities or is
reading and study are fairly wide as contrasted to the almost
complete lack of such opportunities for the enlisted soldier.25
22" Mikhail Koriakov "The Mili tary Atmosphere II, The
~~l.Emy? ed. B. H. Liddell Hart (New York: Harcourt, Brace
and Company, 1956) p. 418.
23. Organizationj p. 46.
24. Handbook, p. 76.
25. U.s. Department of State, The Soviet Union as
,;f\eportedby Former Soviet Citizens, Interview Report No. 15,
(()};l tober 1955, p. 16. Cited hereafter as Report.
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The first school in the Soviet military educational pro-
gram is thefuvorov, or military preparatory school. These
schools were organized during World War II to provide the
future leaders ror the Soviet Army. Some twenty one of
these schools were known to exist in 19530 Applicants for en-
rollment must be between the ages of eight and thirteen, the
00lJTSes run from Seven to nine years, depending upon the pre-
vious education of the cadet. The original intention when
establishing this school was to restrict its cadets to orphans
of army World War II heI")oes,but war orphans, and sons of
living army officers are now being accepted. All education,
clothing and "board requirements while enrolled in the school
are provided by the Soviet government. Because there is great
competition for ~ssignment to the school, the successful
candidates are above average physioally and mentally.26
The edticatlon received in the Suvorov schools is above
average. The subjects oovered include Russian language and
Llt.er-at.ur-e, mathematics, history., geography, natural sciences,
the Soviet Constitution, one or two foreign languages, art,
singing, instrumental music, horsemanship, dancing, and
physical educ~tion. To this is added the subjects of military
history, regulations, drill, small arms firing, tactics, and
motor vehicle driving and maintenance. Superimposed on all
26. Handbook, pp. 75-76.
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this is a thorough indoctrination in Communist philosophy and
., r)7
dOC tr1.ne0 c...
Upon graduating from the Suvorov school those students
selecting the army are immediately assigned to an officer candi-
date Bchool. If a cadet does not choose to enter the army he
.'10 .~ permitted to attend a university to prepare for a civilian
career, however he enters the army reserve. Those outstanding
cadets entering the army are permitted to select their own
branch of servide.28
Officer candidate schools are theoretically, open to
qualified Soviet citizens, all enlisted military personnel
meeting the necessary requirements, and all Suvorov school
gradu.ates. Upon examining the requirements it will easily be
seen tha t olnly a small per:,centof Soviet citizens are eligible.
The physical requirements are high, each cand:1datemust possess
absolute political reliability,29 and meet an educational
requirement of seven to ten years of school.
30
Each arm and service in the Soviet army operates its
own officer candidate schoolS. In oontrast to the twenty-
brJoweek American Army, or thirty-two week Marine Corps bas ie
28. J~~id.,p. 76.
29, Ibid.
30. B.~Eort, No. 7., 4 June, 1953:1 p . 9·
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·"f'·'· S0.-~1c:er sch0.oJ.. ~h.e oviet of'f4c:eI~n~"~1~~tE~ Qch~ol rUnS f' ~.1 , v .J... _.. ,<>,Qj,UV_.I)'C ... - u 1..'. ....' rc,m
two to three ~y"ears.'ldepending on the br-anoh, G-raduatee from
this program are commissioned Second Lieutenants. After a
brief leave they are assigned to duty with a tactioal unit.3l
The products of this program can be expected to be. politically
unt mpeachab're and an adequately trained company officero32
A unique fea tq't~e, of Soviet military BYS tern isa fairly
early determination whether or not an officer has the poten-
tial for becoming a general officer. Those who are felt to
POssess this potentIal are selected to attend their branch
academies, those who lack this potential are sent to Advance
Officer Schools. These schools, in general, offer abbreviated
versions of the courses offered by the respective academies.
They are specifically designed to train the student for duties
on the battalion and regimental levels.33
The branch academy, comparable to the Armed Forces Staff
College at Norfolk and the Command and Greneral Staff College
8t Fort Leavenworth,34 is avery important milestone in the
career of the Soviet offioer. As mentioned, se~ection for the
310 np.ndbook, p. '76.
32. 9~nization.~ p , 48.
33. Handbook, p. 76. Colonel Louis B. Ely, The Red
l~r..mL states the-branch a.cademy trains students to the
dbris:l.on Leve L,
34. Garthoff, p. 61.
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academy places him in a select group of officers, and the record
'och1.evedwhile at the academy often i.nfluences his speed of
advancement. Branch academy programs can be completed through
extension and correspondence courses, and the graduates of
these programs theoretically have the same opportunities for
promotion as officers who have 'actually attended.35 It is very
difficult to enter the academies, there being an elaborate
system of recommendations culminating in special examinations
given by the academies,36 in addition to an age requirement of
less than thirty-three years. Those officers selected vary in
rank from lieutenant to major. Courses range from three to
five years, according to the branch of service.37
The branch academy for the ..infantryis known as the
Ji'runze Academy. Th1.s school covers the tactics and techniques
of the various arms, then the juties of commanders and staffs
of corps and higher echelons.38
At the apex of Soviet military instruction one finds the
'\)oroshilov Higher Military Academy, th is is comparable to the
Uni.t.ed Sta tea National War Col1ege}9 Cand idates mus t be
350 gandbook, p. 76.
36. ReEor~, No.1, August 1951, p. 8.
37. Ha~ook, p. 76.
380 Colonel Lewis B 0 ELy, "'The Officer Corps, II The Red
Army", ed 0 B. 110 Liddell Hart (New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Company, 1956), p , 3960
39. Organization, p. 4B.
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graduates of a branch academy~ must have had at least two years
experience as a staff officer, and r-ank as a lieutenant colonel,
co Lone I j or brigadier general" 'I'he reg't1.1arcourse runs three
years. There is a special ten month course, designed to improve
!~Ooverall military education, given to general officers only.
Officers of the Army, Navy and Air Force attend the
Voroshilov Academy. In addition to imparting knowledge to the
high commander-s of the Soviet military jI the Voroshilov Academy
is also a research institute where new military theories and
ideas are studied. This work is oarried on in oooperation
with the Historical Department of the General Staff. Most of
those working for this department are also instructors in the
iJ""·}'"' oahL1ov AcadE~""""41,_.J ... \...;C"'_ .~v' '. ,!u ....? ...
I feel that even the most severe critic of the Soviet
I;\.rmy wOU.ldbe forced to admit that its education and training
programJ if properly administered and implemented, would have
to be rated as excellent. To what degree it is being adminis-
t8red and implemented only time and the battlefield will tell.
Bu~ as long as the capability exists, we must, until it is
proven otherwise, rate it excellent. Regardless of how good
any training and education system is, and I have just rated
40. ijandbook, p. 76.
ll-l. Bulletin of the Institute For the Study of the
HJstorLanq Culture of the USS~,y November 1954~ pp. 24-25.
Cited hereafter as Bulletin.
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the Soviet system excellent, there Is one facet which in
military operations, can do much t~ negate even the best
trSlnlng and education. This f'a6~t is initiative, or the
lack of' initiative.
A brief' and pOinted analysis of the problem of
:lnitia tlve in the Soviet Arrrryappea red in 1954. 'I'he wri ter,
Capta:in N. GaLa ij, is a former officer in the Whi te Army,
a graduate of the Russian General Staff College Abroad, and
from 1941 to 1945 he was a battalion commander in the Vlasov
Army.
The ... weakness was very evident during the whole
of the last war and is just as evident now. It is
constraint in action and fear of taking the initia-
tive and responsibility among commanders of inter-
mediate echelons, that is, from battalion command-
ers to divisions'oommanders inclusive. These, of
course,are the very men who are engaged in actual
combat. The Soviet political system is rigidly
centralized and punishes every failure. There is
also a tendency for superior officers to lay the
blame for failure on subordinates.
This system cannot, of course, foster initiative,
deSP.it~ all the political declarations and regula-
~- c 42t i.one ,
The Soviet millt;9.ryleaders are aware of this organic
problem, and undoubtedly are doing something to overcome it.
In rtl:J.itaJZL.Ih.0ught.~February, 1955, Marshal Rotmistrov wrote:
In future wars, in which the situation will doubt-
--.~.
42. Bulletin, October 1954, p. 15. The Vlasov Army was
a Russian Army fighting for the Germans against Russia during
'VIJ orld War IIo
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less be distinguished by its dynamic and sharp
changes, it is very important that military
corr~anders at all levelB and ranks be able to
take audacious and bold deoisions ..• Great inde-
pendenoe in the operation of troopS will be
required, without looking back on neighboring
units.43
Latitude for the use of initiative is partioularly necessary
on the battlefield of today where the tactical atomic device
prohibits the concentration of large masses of troopS for
anything but the briefest period of time. This necessarily
requires dispersion of troops whlch leads to small formationB
lead by men who possess not only a sound knowledge of tactics
and techniques, but the imaginatlon, initiative, and agress-
IvenesB to deal wlth sltuations and opportunities as they
present th I. iems e. ves .
Although initiative, and this is applicable to the
(_!;,)r'poT'al as well as tte general offieer, is but one of a
multitude of facets to consider wnen evaluati~g the Russian
Army, it is a vital one and must be weighed.
. 43. Raymond L, Garthoff:J "Army in Being;l Army,
January, 1958~ p , 560
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IV. SOVIE'l'M.ILI'rARYLAW
Soviet military law and regulations, as they exist
today, went into effect on 1 June 1946.1'with the promulgation
of the 1! Disciplinary Code of the Armed, .E~ of the USSR and
the Manual of Internal Service of the Armed Forces of the Soviet
Union 2
----.;..,;_ (j
'I'he ,!?=l;sci:QlinaryCode is comparable to the Uniform Code
.2:f_J1ilitaryJus tice of the United States Armed Forces.9 and the
]VJ'!n.ua]. oL_ Interna 1 $ervice finds its counterpart in Army
J~.egualtions.--"This chapter will deal with as much of the above mentioned
SOviet publications as necessary to give the reader the atmos-
phere of Soviet military law in the relationshipS of the Soviet
soldier and officer to h~S immediate military environment. The
part; played by the MVD in anti-state activities has been covered
elsewhere iri this paper.
~r:hef:i.rs t seven Articles of the Pisc:iI2linary Code estab-
11sh the obligations and responsibilities of the soldier and
'i:;he commander". 3
_ 10 Harold.T. Berman and Miroslav Kerner (ed.and trans.),
f:S!.~~J?"~S 0)'1 Soviet Military Law_~nd_Administration (cambridge:
Ja,rvard University Press, 1955) J p , 50.
2. Ben L. Sanders, "Disciplinary Powers of Commanding
Officers in the Soviet Army~ (unpublished Master's thesis,
School of Political Science, Columbia University, 1953), p.
sr.5 •
3. Berman, pp. 50-51.
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ArticlA 1. Military disoipline is the strict and
exact observance by all servicemen of the order
and rules established by laws and military codes.
Article 2. Military discipline is founded on reco~
nition by each serviceman of military duty and
personal responsibility for the protection of his
Motherland, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Article 3. ML1itary discipline obligates each
serviceman:
To carry out exactly the requirements of military
codes, orders, and instructions of commanders;
Staunchly to hear all burdens and deprivations of
militaFY service, nDt to spare blood or life it-
self in fulfilling militsI'Y duty;
To guard strictly military and state secrets;
To be honorable, truthful, and to study conscient-
iously the art of war and to safeguard in all ways
military and national property;
To show respect to commanders and seniors, and to
observe strictly the rules of military courtesy and
saluting.
Article 4" The interests of defending the Mother-
land require of a commander that he not leave
without action a single offense of his subordinates,
that he punish strictly the remiss and encourage
the deserving for demonstrating zeal, explOits, and
distinctions in service.
Article 5. Each comander is obliged resolutel~
and firmly to require observance of military
discipline, constantly to educate his subordinates
in the spirit of unflinching fulfillment of all its
requirements, to develope and support in them a
consciousness of military honor and military duty.
Article 6, The order of the commander shall be law
for the subordinate. An order must be executed
witho~t reservation, exactly, and promptly.
Article 7. In cases of open disobedience or re-
sistance of a subordinate, the commander is obliged
to take all measures of compulsion, and in an
extreme caee, which does not permit delay, to use
weapons; the commander shall report such an extra-
ordinary case immediately through channels. A
commander who does not take active measures for
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the restoration of order and discipline shall bear
responsibility for that.
Each serviceman is obliged to cooperate with his
commander in maintaining discipline and order.
Articles six and seven establish the command relationship
in respect to the issuance and observance of orders. 'l'heManual
of Internal Service futher establishes requirements in this
field. Upon receiving an order the serviceman is required to
reply "I will obey", If doubt exists that the subordinate
understood the order the commander is to ask the subordinate
to repeat the order briefly,4
Article three of the Q1sciplinar~Gode requires obser-
vance of the rules of saluting and military courtesy. Spec if-
io requirements on these topics are amplified in the Manual
pf_lnte:rnal Service~. All servicemen are required to render
each other the salute with the subordinate and junior in rank
acting first.5 Privates salute not only officer~ but non-
commissioned officers and privates first class of their own
units. In addition the salute is rendered the flag of the
Soviet Union and the flag of military units or ships when
" 6going aboard. Outside formations, the command of attention
is given by a senior who, firs t sees thBarr.1,.val.01' an officer or
40 Wlanual of Internal Servic.eJ Article 18, cited in
Sanders J po 48.
5. Ibid 0 :I Article 20, p. 49,
6. Ibid., Article 21.
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noncommissioned officer of higher rank than any of those
present. The position of attention is maintained with the
senior saluting until they are given IiAtease" by the newly
arrived senior.7
When the commander enters a staff meeting, attended
by officers, generals, or admirals, the senior present calls
"Comrade officers I!, or "Comrade genera IS", and all stand
and render the hand salute. The commander, after accepting
the report replies, "Comrade officers"y and the business
at hand commences.8
If one is addressed by a senior the senior is greeted
by an expression wishing him good health. When departing from
a senior and the senior says "Goodbye comrade", the sub~
ordinate may reply in the same mannery however if the word
"comr-aoe " is not affixed to the "goodbye" by the senior, the
junior will affix the proper military title of the senior in
°hl' co r epLy 9l_. 0 . '(",.> '11 () To speak to one several grades higher in rank,
permIssion must be requested from one's immediate superior.lO
Smoking or sitting in the presence of a senior without per-
mission is not permitted, and in a public conveyance a junior
'7" 11:.21£. J Article 25, 50., c po
8. _;Ibid0 s Article 31.
9. Ibid. Article 22._:I
10. Ibid., Artlcle 43, p. 51.
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gives his seat to a senior if none are available.ll
This brief examination of Soviet laws and regulations,
clearly point out that the Russian soldier and officer lives
in a highly stratified society, with the obligations to the
state, seniors and subordinates carefully spelled out.
Violations of laws and regulations requires punishment
and the machinery to administer the punishments. The first
step is a determination of what to do with the accused.
For a violation of military discipline or of the
general order a serviceman must be sUbjected to
disciplinary penalty if the offense committed by
him does not involve being arraigned in court.12,
V. M. Chikvadze, in his book on Soviet criminal law, attempts
to establish guidance for commanders in making their decision.
l-Ie established the demarka tion line between military crimes
ano misdemeanors at - "Was the offense of the type that Lri-
volves social danger, was it harmful or injurious to the army
i')r the state?,,13 If it was a misdemeanor the commander
adjudges sentence within established guidelines. Those
offenses which will be classified as misdemeanors are
failure to salute, violations of uniform regulations, vio-
II. Ipi£o, Article 45.
12. D_isciplinary Code, Article 18, cited in Berman,
p. 53.
13. V. M.. Chikvadze, Sovetskoi V0x-ennoe ~ Vgolovoe
Pravo, (Iyuridicheskoe Izdatelatvo, Moskva, 1948), p. 188.
Cited in Sanders, p. 58.
lations of barracks routine, and other minor Omissions. Those
cases referred to trial will be desertion, espionage, disrespect
to senlorsJ and other more serious acts.
All military forces have programs wherein incentives are
offered to induce men to continue their military service at t~
expiration of an enlistment or a required term of serive. In
the Soviet Army one of the inducements is found in the limita-
tions imposed upon commanders when adjudging sentence upon an
offender, in that the "extratermlY sergeants and master
sergeants are subject to less severe punishments at the hands
of their commanders14 and are confined separately from the
T1 15regulartermll enlisted men.
Arrest in the Soviet Army is of many varieties. Under
simple arrest enlisted men are kept in common cells and sleep
on bare plank boards. They are given bread, salt, water, a
tea allowance. and hot food "is issued to them every day.
When under strict arrest each man is kept in a separate cell,
bare planks are slept oh, bread, salt, water, and tea is issued
each day, and hot food every other day.16 Officers arrested
with confinement in -the guardhouse are separated from enlisted
14. .piS~linar;¥_ Code, Append:i.x1'V9 Article 9, cited
in Berman, p. 2.
5'--:Jo
150 P'JsciJ21inary Cod~, Article 25, cited in Berman, p.
160 Plsoiplinar;y Code, Appendix IV, Article 8, cited
in Berman, p. B2.
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men, and senior officers are segregated from junior officers.
Arrested officers are issued bedding at the time set for
17sleeping. An officer under arrest in quarters is notified
of his status by his immediate superior and of the duration
of time of the arrest. He is not relieved of his side arms.18
While under arrest in quarters the officer is on duty with his
unit from reveille until retreat. When arriving for duty and
going to quarters, the arrested person must present himself to
the officer of the day. An officer in this status is forbidden
to attend meetings or visit the social places of the unit.
After retreat and until reveille the arrested person shall
nothave the right to leave his quarters or receive visitors.19
The following table of punishment is applicable to all
enlisted men with the exception of sergeants and master sergeants
of the extraterm service. These sergeants may receive only:
1. Reprimand
2. Simple confinement up to twenty days
3. Demotion in command4. Transfer to the res~5ve for the reaminder of
the term of the service
The maximum punishment that can be given by a commander to an
enlisted man is found under those which can be given by a divi-
1P,id., Article 10, p. 83.
Ibid. , Article 13.
Ibid. , Article 15.
Disci}21inar~ Code, Article 25, cited in Berman, p.
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sian commander. The maximum punishment that can be given an
officer by a commander is found under those which can be given
by an army commander.
TABLE OF PUNISHMENTS APPLICABLE Iro ENLISr:l'EDJ.vlEN2l
Duty position Work Simple Strict
of Commander Reprimand Restriction De ta t.Ls Arrest Arrest
Squad
Commander Yes Pvt~l Day 1 l~o No
Assistant Pvt~2 Days 2 ?\fo Nc
Platoon Commander Yes Sgt<l Day 1 Nc) No
Company Pvt~3 Days 3 2 DS.'Jrs NoFlirst Sergeant Yes Sgt~2 Days 1 No No
Platoon Pvt~3 Days 4 3 Days No
Commander Yes Sgt-2 Days 2 1 Day No
C ompa ny Pvt~l .Mor~th 5 10 Days 4 Days
Comrna nder- Yes Sgt-3 Days 3 5 Days 2 Days
Ba.ttalion Pvt=l Month ,," 15 Days 7 Days:J I
(; I "_..rTnY!:"li:J J:1d er" Yes Sgt·~l Month 3 10 Days 5 Days
HegImental Pvt~l Month 5 20 Days 15 Days
ComD.ander (8) (b) Yes Sgt~'l Month 3 20 Days 10 Days
lvision Pvt~l JYh)nth 5 20 Days 15 Days
:~'C)mmander(c) «(~ (e) Yes Sgt~l IVJonth 3 20 Days 10 Days
(a)
( b)
(c)
( c3 )
(e)
To deprive the rank of private first class
To reduce in official duties sergeants and master sergeants
All the rights assigned to a regimental commander
To reduce sergeants and master sergeants in regu1ar~term
servioe to the rank of private
To retire to the reserves sergeants and master sergeants
in extra-term service for the remainder of the term of
serviceo
210 Ibid., Articles 26 through 33J pp. 55=56=57.
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2"TABLE OF'PUNISHMENTS APPLICABLE 'I'D OFFI8ERS _c_
1;,farnof'
Du.typosition Admonish and House Arrest viith inadequate
of Commander Reprimand Arrest Oonfinement discharge
of duties
Company
Oommander Orally 2 Days 2 Days No
Battalion Orally before
Commander group of officers Jr. Off.- 5 Days 5 Days Yes
Hegimental Orally before Jr. Off .-10 Days 10 Days yes
Oommander group of officers Sr. Off.- r; Days 5 Days yes./
or in order of t.he day
Division Written, oral, before Jr. Off.-15 Days 15.Days Yes
Comman de.r group of officers, Sr. Off.-10 Days 10 Days yes
or in order of tlle day
Corps Written, oral, before Jr. Off .-6) Days 6) Days Yes
Oommander group of officers, Sr. Off.-15 Days 15 Days Yes
or in order of the day
Army Written, oral, before Jr. Off .-20 Days 6) Days Yes
Oommander group of offi cers, Sr. Off.-20 Days 6) Days yes
or in order of the day
Army Group Same as Army Com.rnander,plus, to assign vJith a reduction in
Commander official duties battalion commander s, tnose corresuonding to
them and Lower ,
The disciplining of general officers begins with the
Corps Commander, who can admonish and rep~imand orally, in
wr LtLng, or in the order of the day 0 23 Army and Army Group
Commanders, in addition to the above can warn a general
220 Ibid., Articles 41 through 4'T, PPo 59~60.
23. Ibid., Article 45, p. 60.
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officer of inadequate discharge of duty.24
Speedy justice is insured by a provision that:
Every disciplinary penalty must be imposed within
five days from the day when the offense committed
became known to the commander, and if an investi-
gation or inquiry is conducted, then from the ~ay
of its completion.25
When reviewing a disciplinary case a senior shall not have the
right to reverse or decrease a sentence by a junior commander,
by reason of the s eve r-Lby of the pena Lty , as long as the latter
has not exceeded his authority. However a senior commander does
have the right to increase a penalty if he finds that the
sentence does not correspond to the seriousness of the offense
committed.26 Although a sentence is appealed it is still
carried out until it is reversed.27
In addition to prescribing ptinishments, the Disciplinary
2'.(~.2~.also prescribes rewards for meritorious service as follows ~
Article 73. rhe following rewards shall be applied
to ~rivates, sergeants, and master sergeants:
(a) Expression of appreciation in formation Or in
the order of the day; ,
(b) Removal of a disciplinary penalty previously
imposed; .(c) Award to privates, sergeants, and master ser-
geants in regular-term service of a pass from the
area of the uhit or from the ship, up to two days;
25~
]hid. , Articles 46, 47, pp. 60=61.
Ibid. j Article 67, p. 64.
Ibid. , Article 66.
Ibid., Article 70, p. 65.
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26.
2'7.
(d) Award to privates, sergeants, and master ser-
geants in regular-term a. oe of a short-term leave~
up to ten days, not counting travel time to the place
of leave and back;
(e) Award of testimonials of merit on completion
of' the course of study' in training units and sub-
divisions and on return to the reserves;
(f) Award of valuable gifts or money;
(g) Award of personal photograph of the service-
man, taken before the unfurled banner of the unit;
(h) Notification to the home town or place of
former employment of the serviceman of his exemplary
performance of service duties and of rewards receiv-
ed;(i) Award of military decoration.28
Article 81. The following rewards shall be applic-
able to officers, generals, and admirals;
(a) Expression of appreciation orally, before an
assembly of officers, or in the order of the day;
(b) Removal of a disciplinary penalty previously
imposed;
(0) Award of valuable engraved gifts or money;
(d) Nomina tion for pr-erna ture advanceme nt to the
next military rank;(e) Award of an engraved blank and operating
firearm; . 2q(f) Transfer to guard ,(;HUt commands 0 -"
tI'he Df.S(!lJ~l,inar;yCod~ makes pr-ovi.e f.ons for the Soviet
Servioemen to lodge oomplaints, oral, or written and Signed,30
for themselves only.31 They are warned against making false
~. ~32cvmplaintBJ~ and are forbidden to oomplain of the severity of
28. Ibid. , pp. 65=66.-~"""
29. .1lli.:.9~0 , pp. 67-68 .
300 Ibic!,o,Article 98, p. '710
31. I.b,i9_o 9 Article 1010
32. Itdd 0, Article 108, po 72.
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a disciplinary penalty if the commander has not exceeded his
Because of the unique positlon of the officer clasB in
Soviet society, there has developed within the officer ranks
a. pseudo e za I d k nt~'f'l I I"~ t f H-~ba pr-oce ure Down as U,!...L~cerB ,<",QurS O. uonor-0
eour-t.s are given official recognitj<JJ1 by trw ~nar.y
Gourts of honor shall be estahli.shed for the gUB,ro,,""
lng of the dignity and the rank of office~6
To them shall be entrusted the trial of offenses
whi(~h are unworthy of the r-ank of officer 9 or de'~
grading to military hRnor or incompatible with the
concept of moralitYo3,
The commander who has jurisdiction 07er the court shall
whether or not a case is subject to trial by a court of
b. ..) ;~'i,'; If' " r{~ involving junior officers tried in the""il B~~:,S are
r(,::;; ':~IJ,r se involving senior offlcer8 arE: tried
at di-'Irisio:n,
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Y'(;g;:tmental commander36 who will be tried in a court
a. t a mi.litary dis trio t he,t:lldqrl.«3!rtereor Army Group
heB.d
Courts of honor consist of five officers, all of whom
bave served in the unit for not less than one year before their
...'~...,...,..,.._-¥O;,>;_ .....,_~
.:~ .•;;> Ibido Article 102, po 1'10".) .J Q ,
34. Ibid. J Article 1149 po 730
:3~)" Il?.i.cl· ,9 Article 115., po '73.
':) r: Ibid Article 116..,)o , ......._.....,. ....""""""" o s
3'( 0 Ibid" J Article l18J po '7!~o
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e lee t ton to the court" At lea s t one seni.or
elected to the court when a junior offioer is being tried, a~d
ser"vc" 'I'J·l,."-"",l~, ~'rYl"r1g se.~_]·.~:')r' \·~I:t-,·~f·l·c".e""r~.,,_,:·j8only senior officers' ~ \ .~. V " ,. ~ - :- ~- Th8
members of the court elect from among their number a president
and his deputy.39
A trial b a court of honor 1s usually held in opeD
sesSion, however officers of a rank below that of the accused
are not permitted to attend.40 If for no valid reason the
accused fails to attend the trial the court renders a verdict
it'lby default. ~ In the trial all evidence is presented, and the
Bccused is permitted to testify and present his own evidence.~2
The court of honor may decide:
1. To acquit the aocused;
2. To admonlsh him;
3. To reprimand him;4. To reprimand him severely;5. Topetltion for postponement of his regular
promotion to the next military rank;6. To petition for his reduction ie official
duties or military rank;7. To petition for his transfer to another
military district ...;8. To peE~tion for hiB retirement into the
reserves .
.......-..."" ...- ........._,.,,~.-
3(3. I.9J.2.,· , Art LcLe 12~~9 p. 75.
:39. ..,.,".d Article 127·.;.~~"o J
i·~Oc 1_1212.· .~ Article 133.9 '~6po I 0
410 lill,·" Artiole 135, p. 77.
21. c~o Ibld ..9 Article 13~' 0
l~~L Tb"d Article 139·.=...;.2-.,,' s
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The only appeal which can be made from a court of honor
is for violation of the procedure established for courts of
honor" The appeal must be made within three days after annou~c~-
ment of the verdict, and it is made to the commander who has
jurisdiction over the court.44
'1.'0 round out our picture of military law in the Soviet
Army we will briefly examine the punishments given to the more
common military crimes.
For failure to carry out an order one can be sentenced
to lOBS of freedom up to five years, except in time of war f~0
years sha.ll. be the minimum sentence 9 45 and in comba t tne PI':.':J1."l! 1.
li'Jll1be dea th by enoo t t.ng with total conrt see t Lon of pr(/party 0 4'::;
F':'Lrst of'f'eriae of an absence up to two hours s'b8iLl.'be ,~L·:r.,-,
~jeG"t to d:lscd_plinary purriehrnerrtj after the ri.r-at offense" (}T :~:
cases involving an absence of over two hours the case will he
tr"led by m:ilitary tribunal, with sentence to a disciplinary
battalion for a period from two months to two years. In wer-
It '?
ti.me the sentence shall be from three to f.ive years. ' A,ny
absence over twen.ty~four hours is clesertion, punishable by loss
)~lL _~,l2j.(Lj Article l4l,~ po 78.
450 HS[1'SH Cr:l,.minalGodeJ 1952 ed ,, Article 193 (2),citeCl in Be"rm8.'n·;·~p0 850 Ci tecl hereafter as Criminal Cocle0
46. 20 Ootober, 1934, Co~lo Laws RSFSR, No. 39,
Artiole 237, Citecl in Berman, po 86. .
om r'r-omfive to ten.;yeartSs arid In. wl!l1rtlmeby deaby
J ".
l.]:llgwt,th C()11flsca tt.on of property" 40 Ml t:lgat::1..ng ot.r-oum- ..·e
I.:::h.eext.r-a i t t r Ii t d'J'L_''''', ter-m sca .us 0 an en .13 rec man 0
Vlolat of guard regulations by a sentry can be punlsne0
lass of freedom up to six months. If the sentry is stand
over an arms depot J ammuna t t.on , explosives) or anytl.d)().g
else of special state or military significance the BeD ~e
ea~ be 10SB of freedom up to three years. If the V101Bt10~
of' guar-d regula t t ons permits that which the sentI'S'w,~spos t,:,o
to prevent, the punishment will be 10SB of freedom for not 1~~~
l.t9than one year. If these acts of neglect are oommitted in
rs, and if aggravating circumstances are present the sen-
GO
oan include death.~
us a disciplinary code that is much stricter than AmericaD
I"ther down the chain of' command than Ln American mili t,ary
units. Theoretically this should permit a very tight disci-
48. Ediat of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the
USSR, 6 July, 1940, cited in Berman, p. 87.
!~9" g:ri!EL\nal~~G.2d~,Article 193 (15) y 01 ted In Berman,
p" 91,
50" 15 January 1931.9 ..Q"o~_1:;_ Laws, RSF.§Rj)No 0 5,~ Article
~ited in Berman, p. 91..U. "t., j ~
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pJlne and oontrol over Soviet military unite. As in the CBBe
of Bill 18l11\" :!lind regula t.Lon enforcement ~ the degree of e:oi'o1'(,;E'-"
ment depe:rlos upon the zeal and a t.tt t uoes of the unit oomrnande r
and the zamDolit.
""_.a-__.~~_.&.:..._ ...... ____'__'__"----"""",,,.
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V'o COHPS
of Sovl.et Army exists as ~ pri~j-
1
< 1a.ce r corps of' a:ny other ma,..1or ar-mv,. rfb.ifl e:Kd1 ts"~'
SO"rt'te t ."So '('~I~_.' .J!" CJ
Workers and Soldi.er~ .·I)~T.)rt'.~e'~ t, ~ ·t~ F'rtr ~6~,_ _ .~ -'"J' "". - .'C ;de _',_;,;:"Jg.,:'o.CI
to all members of
re
29
.
I
after the fiFJ!11
Bional Government, a decree was issued ~
ranks were reintroduced, 88 was the salute.
o ~?0 ME:: 1 and Kozel's y .t~H!rJB:l!.LJgl_:.ttw_ ~lY:!~t~:::.._f~r-.t£~~~,
',~E~~g_~~!i.Yfltt:;':C(Ann Arborg UnIversity of' lVIlchlgarl PresS", 19~:;O) J
I:)0 2.9 ofCec'(i:n Ben I,,, S-BlndeI's j HD::Lsc:Lplinary Powers of Oomman~
~ng Of:flc~eI's :1.1'1 the sovtet; Army II (unpublished MaElterls"~Chesis.j
11)"';;1.1001 P()l:1.tlc:a.l Sei,enc;e,~ Columbia U:n:tversity, 1953h p , 14"
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PJ"a' 1 t' 11-~·U. e~es reappeared.' of' tin.eoffJ.cer
had been reeBtablishe~ in t~ F ~ t) C.le .teu ..\.rmy"
There are three avenues to e oommission in S()"J." e't· A'Y'B..~ .' \1 .,.~ .. ~'rr(Vu
A properl~y'qu·a.l.·.i~_.·l.o,d n.l.·\J·i:"l'._~a,·,nL' 'me.,~.~ 1. l~ t'_ G. J '-" '"" l.'-,L "'"'] ma.hoeapp.ir.ca 'l(y!)I~ as l1"l.o!yis!lscy
a graduate of a Suvorov ',military' preparA.~tory·)p~t_'0(j-l,.n, d\ _ '" _ .\#, an an
enlisted s ol.dLer- .. The ",'lift ""t~ '1-1 t •.. ..' qUo;L .. : .c r:"" ;::.._ons a.re axee. "'.::D'; pi:::yi3 811
r:
condition, absolute political raliabl1ity,~ and educational
requirements ranging fram seven years Bohacl! aT 1
oommission to ten years for a commission in other tr~n~~ea
r-h ."" c: ar-my, An enlisted soldier mus t be recc1mmendeeJ by~:.ls
commanding officer, make application to the offlC8rs candidate
SchOOl, and if accepted by the schoo1 hoe may then t~k+3 U18
No ama11 rae tor Ln ae l.ee t
ckground and affillationwl
are BO great in the Soviet Bcheme of things, the
applicants for the billets are abundant, the selectivity i3
"';'1"1"'" h >',. .', ,) ,.1g.ll., with the officer candidate schools graduating Borne
1(;:p000 new offj.cers per' year since World War I.Io 7 Tb,8 tr-atn-
,4" Ga.l'tboff J PP" 219~·220"
5" u, S" Department of, the Army) Handbo()t~2_.tb-e Soviet
~,~~~? telli t.e Arm:teB Part I", Th,~?~o'vJ~_e!;AIm;y> . p@.mphlet No Q 30~
~0~41,·l1al~-Ch~~-rS5':-':.3·-:P:-'";76:-~~-~ ..'
"... ,./, '" "" - '
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Lng program of' the officer ca nd le16! te seflools ar-e covered Lr:
Chapter Three.
Party control of offi0er promotions is reflected in that
more attention is given to a candidate's political reliability
than to his professions.l competence" High rank if, th.e military
18 very likely to correspond to high Party rank. O'IYer 80% l~8.' ,
to 50, of the military men in the Supreme Soviet hold key pos~
tiona in the Army. Approximately 50% of this group are members
or oandidates to the Party is Central Committeeo8 e eaotl
year an efficiency report is submitted on every officer by
hls l.mmediate superlor c In addItion to the eomm6!'n;:lir,goff:lc:er 9
trw f.!!PlI20lit, and the next t'vwhigb.er commanding off"~LC _rs ~la~ye
access to this report. Up to 1946 or 1947 the officer OO~C8r~·
,~ itt d t" t'h ,~ por-t b t th ,_.CI ~.:.:; I" . ')- '>!- ..'I( 't, ,• .! • ~-)80 was perm '.t e ,,0 see .".13 1"!;:! or-r ~ U _1.:> ,~.,-I LOW PI ona.o i ced.
The basic pay of an officer is made up of two parte. He
first draws a specified Bum of money because of his rank, and
he then,is paid another Burn for the billet he is filling. A
Second Lieutenant, by virtue of his rank draws 400 rubles per
month, if ..he is commanding an infantry platoon he draws an
addltlona'l '700 rubles, giving him a total base pay of 1,100
r-ub Les , Hcwever , if this same lleu.tenant is commanding an in~·
80 Anonymous} "The Hed Army H.igh Command, II Bulletin of
.~1J:e.,];:,!:lE:titl!,tefOE:,E~ 1)_~,~~":_0X.~tt~.~HiBtory:anQ_fultu,re of the
lI.§1:l~") May, 19'51¥, pc 270 Ci ted hereafter as J3ulletifl>v
9,. R~rt9 No. 15,9 oc t.ober 1955., pp. 6'~7.
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fantry company his billet pay is 900 rubles, in which case he
would draw 1,300 rubles per month. Rank and billet pay scales
are as fOllOWS:lO
OFFICERS PAY BY RANK
(In rubles monthly)
Second Lieutenant ••....••. 400
First Lieutenant •..••.•... 500
Senior First Lieutenant ...600
Captai.ne I.'> IP fI •• " I) ..,,, .. 0 0 ,,(loon a 700
W'· _" 900_J8 f) 0r o 0 " • It o II (I. II, (I • ,. ~ I.'> 0 • ,eo - (I c ,
Lieutenant Colonel l,lOO
Colonel 1,300
Brigadier General l,700
Major General ...•..•. 2,000
OFFICERS PAY BY BILLET
(In rubles monthly)
Regular
Commanders
Tank Corps
Commanders
Platoon Commanders 700
Company Commanders ..•..•.•.. 900
Battalion Commanders .......• 1,300
Regimental commanders 1,800
Dlvi$ion Commanders ..•.•.... 2,500
800
1,150
1,450
2,000
2,800
Air Force
Commanders '1
pj_lot 0 o 0 " " e I) " 0 e Q (> 0 (I fO (> ('I 0 (I
Flight Commander .•...•...
Squadron Commander •.•••..
Regimental Commander •.•..
Division Commander ..•..•.
900
1,200
1,'700
2,300
3,000
Pay for staff billets, executive officers, and assist-
ant.s is Gomputed by interpollation; for example the billet
pay of an infant:vy company executive officer (second in comm-
and) is 800 rubl~s, this is determined by his position as
I
10. TVL iVlartens,"Providing for the Soviet Officer,"
B~g.1e~in February 1956, pp . 26-27.
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senior to the platoon commanders, but junior to the company
Commander. The seemingly discrepancy in the billet pay of
the various regimental and division commanders by branch is
Somewhat alleviated by the fact that promotions to commands
in the Tank Corps and the Air Force are faster, therefore the
officers in these two branches recieve less length of service
pay, very closely equalizing the gross pay of the various
commanders "11
Pay in addition to rank and billet comes from many
sources. Upon being commissioned an officer receives twice
the monthly pay of a platoon commander, 1,400 to 1,800 rubles,
depending upon his branch, thls is known as "resettlement and
travel money". After reporting to a new unit an officer is
given paid leave to arrange for quarters and to bring his
family. In accomplishing this he has the right to the free
use of state transportation to move his possessions.12
An allowance for length of service is paid Soviet
of'fLcer-s, this amounts to approxima tely 5% for five years
service, 10% for ten years service, 15% for fifteen years
serVice, and 20% for twertty years and more service. Gradu-
ates from military academies receive an additional 10%.
Separation from family and remoteness from regular lines
-_ ..._--
110 Ipid., p. 27.
12 c Ibid., p. 260
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of communicati.on and Lnhab it.edar-eas (approximately sixty five
miles), will qualify an officer for additional pay, not to ex~
ceed 15%. An additional 3;~ allowance can be accrued by being
stationed In an area designated "maLar-Laj ", and anoth.er 3% for
being stationed in a place over 6,500 feet above sea level.13
In addition to his pay the Soviet officer receives his
uniforms and other clothing at state expense. His uniform is
either ready-made or he is given the materials and the tailor-
ing and bootmaking is done by shops supported by Voentorg, a
military trading system to provide consumer goods for officers
and their families, at no expense to the officer. His personal
weapons are also supplied free of charge.14
The housing problems of the Soviet officers bear a
familiar ring, although his American counterpart is much
better off. There is a shortage of housing, and the living
conditions vary widely in different garrisons and part of the
country. Because of their position; the Soviet officers are
in better conditIon than the civilian population. An officer
has the right to live in :a private apartment, but local con~
ditions may make this impossiblej however where they are
available the officer gets one at a reduced rate. Quarters
are available at certain posts, these will include schools,
13" Ibid", po 280
140 Ibido
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clinios._ alu"ba the~tre~ ~nd x(b~r .,. ~ 0, .'Q.I ••• w9 u e .. ~ .anges. Furniture in these
quarters is uaua TLy of poor quaIl ty. Unmarried officers live
several to one room.15
Soviet officers receive thirty-six days paid annual leave.
If leave is cancelled an officer reoeives thirty-six days add~
tional payo The thirty=six days leave excludes travel time.
,...,~pecial fares are available to officers on leave, on a Soviet
airline an officer pays 25% (~f the normal fare .16
Voentorg is the largest trading organization within the
Soviet Union
j
with trading points wherever there are military
units. It has its own restaurants and stores, and regardless
of the situation within the country this organization always
has goods, even those in shortest supply. Its goods are priced
below similar goodS in civilian stores. Officers usually eat
in messes and restaurants maintained by Voentorg in the cities,
military units and camps. Meals are provided officers free
during wartime, maneuvers and field training. On maneuvers,
~JweverJ Voentorg sets up mobile canteens where officers and
men, can buy tobacoo, cigarettes, snacks, and soft drinks.
17
Officers of the Aif Force, Submarine Serive, and Diving
SerVice receive their breakfast at their units free. Because
15" Il!,.i9.o, p , 290
16~ Ibi£o J PP. 29=300
1'70 !b.~gtoJ p , 30"
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of the critical nature of their work they are required to eat
breakfast. R•.~,~ +,:,~i'l",.'J.'r·ect·o d"~ ac') l'th t d" 1 tOfJ '. !\J_) _Go' _'., ' ,,<0. 'J W " OU - a me lea cer l'ieate,Ie
is a punishable offense.
Officers on special duty also receive extra pay. Those
flyers who served in Spaln during the Civil War received four
times their regular pay. There is little doubt that Soviet
officers who saw service in Korea during the 1950=1953 opera~
tions also rec:ieved extra pay.19
Unti.l 1947:> 'tariaus prl vileges and addi tiona 1 pay aCC:01YJ-'
panied medals awarded for heroism and outstanding performanoe
of duty. Although medals no longer oarry these privileges
they are compensated for by a new feaure, namely, crediting
the recipient with one third more time than actually served.
An officer with a deooration whO has served fifteen years is
"Ien
. 20
cred:i t for twenty years servlce.
Deductions from an officers pay are for food eaten with
unit unlesS he is on maneuvers, field training, or in time
of war; Communis t Par ty memmbershi P dues, dedu c t ions for sta t e
loans which amount to 12% of pay due, and voluntary contribu~
tiona to a mutual insurance fund whiah exists in most units.
21
18" Jb";h2u
190 )])1'£0
_, ,.-''''''~''
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"\ , .e t.h 1 Lgher r at s '.'.,1)"':[' "(n():rrc,~\~ W"l - /ll, Y " . "", e J, vr gre,'f.li,tex:
'P·\'::)T'f·1,s ~,n ,i?J,dclltlona,l 6% tax for officers wi.tIJ.I)l1t
(;fflc.c~rr:i ;i:;! t:t\eir families are given social lnStU'aniC;e
C,(,'i!~ cl..r,f?; 0f'flcers 1 pens t.ona , pensions for members of' the famlly
if ths (,rrl:':?r dies or is reported missing, separation pay,
i'l!WJ fl'c.'smed:tc'!111 Gel, r-e " PE~,nsions are paid upon d iSB bi1i.t;y (11'
n'. 6'r',B,.i. ,'"'eL~rr::ment v Those tote 11y elisa bled ar-e give:n 100% of'
1~,tl";;1Io former pay', tho2le who ca nno t work but do not require 1,;::6.1'e
a"(, i!,l.~!Sn 7516, and ttiose who carmo t de. regular wo:rk but IC8.T.!
'~I;ii~0,if" \.J::mJ)':)~:;;lry Blnd light work are given 50%" Penst'~m.g 9\ re
['(Jr c(imbat disabl1ity of all types" A penS:1on
"1;'1 t~,y Y'::.:;rrs ::38:~"\t1J,:e amounts to 50% of paY'JI eaoh StH>':,;es~:Jl'i/e
I" " (.;::>::·'r'/1.1:;~~ l.r.lc!'e.','j!.Je~'lj the pene i.on by 4% until twenty l'l'lfe
", C)c" ('\,1 >'0 VHle!, I::E~ch, yefl.r is c ornpenaa ted for by 6%" U.rh:i.rty
,:,.".~.,,',r'l,.j-:::e "I)I'i)vicles tor a pension of 100% P""',Y"",/ '; ':i.-~~.~·; I~)r xn(ir~~" ) - l': {.Ji v Tn
c : ]J, ,Tc.lme,,~ tIm,:; f'lper.!t:tn military a.c,ademles, and time spent in
}1'C:d 'JUfil!'d is all counted 0 One month in the Hed !.j,uard Counts
J' ftfing personnel in the A~" Force two months,.i,e f:) J.I' me':::]
and diving crews for one Bnd one half
monthe
y
Be~vice at the Soviet boarders and in the Border
:22, !3f~:f!~E:,bNcp" 19. September 1957, p. 12.
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If wartime service counts
there is one beneficiary, 75% if there are
, 2'~are tnree or more.
, "Ii
above there are also 11 •persort~,.1 pen.=
rect')Inme:n.datiol"Jlof tnewar rninister bS
the USSR. This type compensation
awarded to marshals, generals, Heroee of the et
liExeeptional Service to the
0ducet must approved by a family colleotive composed
tv The commanding officer must also
bridegroom must have a sBvings of
aBse of lieutenants and 5,000 rubles for
A fleld (iff"lJ;:er ,'i 'rna,JOI' IJ.eutenant eolonel J or colonel
~ss a soldier as a servant, and higher officer~, generals
ppo 31=320
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0kground of ~srtai~
<.
_.j, "
~~~~ ~0 gs~tnt0 trouble~ additIonally it is one that
time between reVille
-'j'
.,_j ~~1 daily rO~Llns f0r a unit in the Soviet
i JI'Yl..i1:1~JJ.:'Ir',',' ,n.~;r=: 31lCJ 'lI'~jli:r!in:g~1. ~'~\y2_.i"':'J_\,ll_et __}~.j~~,;tt:at!'j
C)l:d.f~Eir.'~I.1':2!~~:._(__~ {J!:':i~'~[j\l lfJ!"'ix. -; )~.r'\rn.{~JdJ?().t"~·:€~.8 ]~.:ni"Qr~!n8t i ()~n S 0 f? o-. 1 ~ _!!<)rt
;:r::Ccj~;t'n,.;l }. ·4:J v (;;_" ," 0 t.(~I'·C:' tH' t "o' ['81 B ~)I'g8! 1r:J.1f~_ti (~~"
Army 1s 83 fol1ows~
0600~o630. W:fH3hin,g.~ dre;;:;.<)ln.g;"malcL!'!,g or r,1_lylks 0
The bunks are double~tiered and of met&l.
The bedding consists of ~ straw pa:li~sseJ
a straw pillow j a yellowiElh U(yt;4.:;on 3_'1eeC"
and grey army blanket.""
tne
0700~0730. Breakfast, consisting of 200 gm. of
black br eao , 3/4 .litre of' soup}' or 8. bowl
of millet gruel (sometimes buckwn~at porrid-
ge) and 12 gm 0 of sugar f'Ol' t?B''J
0730-13000 Trainihg~ with~ Immediatsly a?ter
breakfast» half BIn hODI.r ,:,f politi·'J'.:'l1xJ!stru(~--
tionj followed by five hcurs of drIll.
1300 400. Dinner, consisting of b0rd1~h~ meBt
v11th porridge or mashed pot:6! t()es -, s{;'";'wecJ
fruit, and 300 gm. of blask bre66.,v
]40G~~8oo" Instructlon, botn pollti3~1 and
O!. trite ~jqu8tre 0 Q 0
1E~OO-·='900 c GJ.eanl.ngweapons Eu10 :3 tuoy of Army
!"J€·.S'u.18 t.Lone (I
1000-2000. Supper9 consisting of gruel with
meat sauce, withy againy 300 gm. of black
br~ad; the lower ranks are issued wtlte
~read only four tlm~s a yeary on holidays.
T",)~.c:e ,til year'.'i on Is t X'IlBlV iBlJ'.'.C) 7th NOV8mber
(OctOber Revolution Day)y the men get 100
gm. or vodka with theLr- c tnner-,
2GOO-2100~ is 'personal time!~ whioh is spent
mending clothes, wiiting lettersy or visit-
ing the Army Trade Store •... Sometimes a
501dlerj if he is baakwardj 19 deprived of
nts !personal h()lj.r! :B!nd hl:frJ squad coramanc -
er provldes him with adjlt10n~1 inBtru~tlon •
• u o·~ If at man belongs to a 'National .
Minority', in the RUBsian language.
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Ev en S-lundav 1" "I 0" '-'-m1 r-II":'I~-C" (-<1","" -i-l'J(." j~ '1"-"'1"'-" 1'11"'1("1 -; ~', c~ :t PI r t;-v ,,__.L'.J .. t.. 'v ... ~ .Jw .. _ ... _ ...";'1. vlo,_, ....) :--"j "-1_..... l. ••.. ~l~J ,c,.... _.) .1,,_..... ",", "J 'J .r'z
former Soviet Ll.e ut.erianb, CI_ det'e ctor to tn''::: 1/IleSt wni.Le 8t:t'A ti()t,_-
ed in Germany, gives us a normal Sunday routine, ReveIlle is at
0700 with breakfast to 0900. At 1000 tne troops a~e fenned up
far an athletic event, a cross-country race with equipment may
be on the schedule. From 1200 to 1400 is more P~YBlc81 cul-
tur e activities. Th.is::'Ls i\-_:,ilovved bYCJI le,::,t,:__ue ' :,d'I'(,_!::
events or a political topic. wit~ dinner ~t l~OO.
a movie will be showny but the lieutenant says most m8TI are ~0
t.Lr-e d they will sleep v Supper 1s at 20ClO y wi t,t,U,g,:J<ta 'A.I,t :,;;! t
"000 3c.c:. •
almost complete demand on the t~mB 0f tne 8o~ai~r, said r~~t
1 1d j~' -, . II " II , -. 1 I,'": so Le.r shown P,_'",::',_:,!",'",_-::: ,~_""t :"""-",'_"-""-"tl,(,'''',I"" "',P"'f-"'-"<""'t';"I"W ·",,(·,t"I,'j'," lW-I' -',",;~ ,_,. .l........ . I f) ~.!. ~ ~- -_,_ .._ ~.. -- :!_ __ !.I~'....\h
'
.....·!_' i..'"I,Li.O • ,iY ;)., j, ' ..l... _.~ _.... _,!. ., t~·
taken. He further stated that 1~ WBS U881eSB f0~ SCljlerS to
a t tempt to offer r-est sLance l)r OPPOB:1 t.t on t o a 11 thfs regl~
mentation.4
20 IVJlkhallKoria kov, 11:''1:11, i
~\.r!~;Y~J e d , B. ~Ho Liddell HB!rt U81tJ
Company, 1950),9 pp. l+13~ll~'~115.
30 U. S. Department o,!' S tao to::>.:y 'I'heSoviet Ut,lon as
;!i2£2:r't;ed b;Z Former Sov:ts!;___(L~ t:l:_'?~~1!i;2j Tr1terview-Rep~Jr~tN\37 19 g
S op t.ember- J 1957, p , 100 81 t·;;d hereafter a s .B_epo:r::J:.:."
If. ~.;_~.2.ort, Nov 1:1:7 (v:t()be1.-'~ 1955" p. :'0
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Leave, in the Soviet thE:;enlisted men
in the rank of sergeant in th8 event of the
the men ere uBually not
mission to go home to attend
r-'
f'tttli er-a: .l 0 -.-) mu va the
sen:Lor noncommtas Lone o ()fflcerr-:. Ie
B C8reer as a Private, states that
one explanantion for this poll if I tha t: if the en Lf.sted men
living at home it would gre8tly e t;
,...
\)
11' rnor:&!l~,.
nothlng~ and the
j:'lay of the other enIlB ted ment;11e t P\rmy i~ but one
,"'f'
" IV!" <:<j-"'" '''J o : cr'e'i'l r'" {d.iiil!'J A:r ,::Jt:-rj§,....·d n.,hundred rubles per month
_
).'t:.~.·.".·f·.·4.· r·•.· lt-,e.-.It·Ll- "el-'.'.!v.J. '"" -~, -, t:: .tt-"",Y
The Soviet equiva to the Amerioan Post Exohange
is the Arnw Trade Store. These stores are attached
to every " I- d':;:;O"""'.ldler mav h1.:C'1e:Ktri81 foocl> ~!1d necessary
UrJ.lv an "" "''''' ~-
tOilet artlcles.9
,..-,,~--.>~~--~
'{ .
9. Koriakovy p. 415·
:1.t~3 131
U,glu.al1y per mt.t per:son)l'~el ,tn,
in the army. A oertain of sergeBnts are
permitted to rema
~n1 qualified noncommisB f10e1"83 oonsiderable politi~
pressure can be placed the partt It...;.
.,!Y if they are members of the Par t tbem remai.n Ln
-I ('
''''1'''' ,1- Ju.,..my" ,A former Sovie t;
.50',·.:0 of the oareer noncommisBi ficers ~ere Ukral~
m "f!Jve1f) ru' .C) 'co .~ '" 1"<01 .J. ,1..
.' '>,', uQ....JJ..',Q!".Ju: .."Jo
~Norld War t s
his ability to move over diffic t terra
nd, and move forward in C' r,'Il
1 iB still unburdened by
12
r'b! t.l()''Y1B Ii
~f.'heSoviet tt
those items of equipment common to 811
Infant;r.ymen 51 regardlsi3 of the g he is servlng,;onder; rifle
kit and cup, rations, ra cape~ t0b3CCO, and toilet articles.
may be sdded an 0vercoat9 whi is normally s ung Ln
110 Ib1:2,Oj Nov 9~ 1955., p, 220
120 1!Mobil:1ty of' the Scwie t Soldler 11, Qr:gaJr~lzattrJ!l, p. 50.
ment. Aba anment of l):t1t t tLe Id :Ls not ;!j!
chara.G teri.st of" tne
hits fit0... equ. pm.en .. to
As the recruit enters hi8 new November of Bach
year, the release to the reS8Pve
ir ser~1np ~Rk'aP...., \l ,....,~ .....J L'~ ... '1>;,,,.;,,1
merit has been known to
men into the na t.t ona1 ec
government had an
soldiers are eligible for
(', •. <-.' r ." t" .'.. ; C,;~ "lJl1.n.1...ngh.e :BlmOUltn: 0
A total disability brings a pen8ioD
equivalent to the Bold IS st ~lvl11&n wage. In the event
of his death in the service hiB mily will receive B leBser
' .... -7r,
iJ !
:'.nd
, . 16
b.!'ifi! :n:.':lJ'.f:: ~\ c
pl1ned by his Squad Leaderj sistant Platoon GommanderJ Com-
be ~g brought to the attention of his Company Commander.
A brief 00rnparlson of 8hme~ts which can be adjudged
~y Soviet 2nd Americ8n 0ourts-MartiBl show that in the Soviet
Army for a perla o~ unautnorlzed 8 ence in excess of two
hours, but less than twenty-four hom~ the sentence shall be
79, .
:&! Ii abS8noe in the American Army
one month and for -~.L OnB mf)n th, 0
t.ne Am(~r:t(~8I,ln,U:nlfOJ'f!1 MIJiLi/;II:c:r ,:rur::t
Absence in excesS of twenty~f0ur
of whioh rculd well
Al
informers and 0ounter-
ieted man~ whereas material
rew~rd and fear in addition to ded101t50n Ire the motiv~tlon
the officer corps.
o ~ 0 Wr18!1 we l');OJ'Il.~:, to ~;I,mlne field OU,l' infantry
attaoks ~YI~tly a~ jf it werp nnt therei ~he
loss we f;~'t:'"f:x~:')m~'~)t::~'~'~!~;:;~llel'rnin,~sw~'\;<,:~!~id;"~'
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8 t~~_~'(.l~O,.'!. ' ..
f :t.-::: J.. fJ {~; v
r~::.,I'.I"':;{-:: w'~" 1~V()t.I,~_] tl·~~~\/'·~~ ttf~:nt rr-om
::! r'~_;_l_ ,,~L ~:~ :t:~ 1~I~·.I.~:--. ":j (-;l·n.t~ .r ..B ~:'.-~~(
n r.~ t x, :::~~.J l:~~:1,(Jt., '1 ',; 1),.1 ~,r", ~~.r~,B! \1\1:1 t.r:~
"~ '< ~.:. ;':,1 (j'f 1',1 1'...... ,'".' 1.L ..;::'~r. '~;2: ~.f <) .~. 'Wl tt,\ Tn.:1,l1.T~
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